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enabling possibilities
What can you do today? What do you want to do tomorrow?
Discover a range of products that put goals within reach for people
of all abilities and ages. Working with individuals, parents, teachers
and therapists, we find—or invent—the devices, toys and tools that
help build more joyful, fulfilling lives. From learning and play, to
communication and independence, our products help make the
impossible, possible.
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on the cover:

Yvanna loves music therapy, learning how to add numbers together,
making towers with blocks and pegs and the color yellow. She adores
watching “Peppa Pig,” listening to books and spending quality time with
her teachers and friends.

84 training products

Share your favorite product stories and recommendations on our
Facebook page and you might just find yourself in our catalog!

87 visually impaired

product
key

Look for these symbols to quickly reference product information.
Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

3 ways to order
Visit our online catalog at
enablingdevices.com/catalog

Fill out the form on p. 93 and mail it
or fax it to 914.747.3480
Call 800.832.8697

customer advocates at your service
Not sure what to order? Questions about a product? Our experienced
customer advocates will guide you through the landscape of adaptive
products and help you find the best match for your needs.

30-day trial
We want you to have the best possible experience with every Enabling
Devices product. Once your order arrives, put it to a real-life test for 30 days.
If it’s not right for you, we’ll gladly allow you to return or exchange it (except
where noted).

affordable pricing
Stretch your budget with prepackaged kits and sets of multiple items at
discounted prices. For even more savings, check out upcoming special offers
and price reductions on our Sale and Clearance pages at enablingdevices.
com.

easy returns
Refunds or company credit are available on most items (except where noted)
within 30 days of delivery. Just call 800.832.8697 ext. 6 to obtain an RA# so
we can expedite the process. For more information, see p. 92.

stay connected
Too busy to keep up with new developments in the special needs community?
Check out our Ideas and Resources section at enablingdevices.com

Dear Enabling Devices Community:
I hope you and your family are staying safe and
well during this unprecedented health emergency.
Whether you’re a parent, child, teacher or therapist, the future remains uncertain. Some have
returned to classrooms, while others are learning
and playing at home. Whatever the case may be,
I can assure you that we at Enabling Devices are
doing our best to make an extremely challenging
situation just a little more manageable.
Over the past several months, we’ve re-dedicated ourselves the company’s mission — creating
exceptional products that help individuals with
disabilities live full and meaningful lives.
Since our founding 40 years ago, we’ve looked
to the experts — disabled children, teens, and
adults, plus parents, teachers and therapists — to
ensure that our products have met their standards. Now, we’ve gone a step further. Recently,
we hired a dedicated consultant — Tina Weisman,
an occupational therapist at United Cerebral Palsy
Westchester — to test our products. Tina makes
sure the things we make and adapt are high-quality, user-friendly and provide a range of multisensory and skill-building opportunities.
For example, something as basic as adding
an extra jack to our switch-activated Bingo set
teaches children to engage in parallel play and
eventually in cooperative play.
We’ve also improved some of our most popular
products. Our Pull Ball toy (#416) is more durable
than ever since we added a braided steel wire to
ensure that regardless of how many times children pull on the ball, it stays attached.
We’ve increased the flow of water from Our Big
Water Toy (#9000) so it’s more fun to play with,
and we’ve improved the seal on our Tube Tracker
(#5061) making it more responsive and sturdier.
You’ll also find that all our switches are
now more sensitive and more consistent than
ever. Our Adjustable Touch Screen Head Stylus
(#9092) — one of our most essential devices
for people with limited mobility — has been
redesigned to be more comfortable, lighter and
adjustable.
The bottom line? If you’re purchasing something from Enabling Devices, I want it to exceed
your expectations. I want you to be 100% satisfied
every time.
Have an idea? We want to hear from you and
we’re listening carefully. We want to know what
you think of our products and how we can improve
them.
Stay safe and be well. We’ll get through this
precarious time together.
Best wishes,

special services
When off-the-shelf solutions don’t fit, look to us for customized answers.
Whether it’s modifying a product, creating a special package or designing
a sensory space, we’ll find—or invent—the right answer for you.
Call 800.832.8697 to get started.

Seth Kanor, CEO

classroom kits
pre-school special education spotlight
Cosmic Liquid Tiles are in constant use at Brookville Center
for Children’s Services – Marcus Avenue School, says Alison
Hofferber, PT, DPT, Clinical Coordinator of Physical and Occupational Therapies.
“They’re a fun visual that we use in therapies and in the classroom for strengthening and endurance activities, including
jumping, hopping and dance.” In addition, says Alison, “The
tiles provide colorful visual/perceptual sensory input.” Fouryear-old Nadia, a student at Marcus Avenue preschool, enjoys
the sensory input of cosmic tiles while working on strength,
balance and coordination.
“Core stability, strength and endurance are essential building
blocks for how preschoolers function,” says Alison. “These elements carry over to provide the distal mobility necessary for
a variety of fine motor and academic tasks, enhance breath
support for speech, and improve peer interactions.”
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Adapted Play Kit

B

Teachers and therapists recognize that play is essential to child development and well-being. All nine of the best-selling adapted
toys in this classroom kit teach important skills such as fine motor coordination and cause and effect while they also provide
auditory, visual, and tactile sensory experiences. A must-have for every classroom of students with special needs. Weight: 26 lbs.
Kit includes:
A 2304 Therapeutic Manipulator
B 2241 Textured Carousel Busy Box
C 416
Pull Ball
D 150
Floppy Bunny
E 782R Gumball Switch (Red)
F 459
Vibrating Light w/Music
G 348
Peek-a-Boo Mirror
H 358-M Lighted Vibrating Mirror
I 751
Mini Popper
Item#

Description

4061

Adapted Play Kit

4

Price

$1,380.95

classroom kits
B

Classroom Communication Kit*

E

In consultation with special educators, speech therapists, and
assistive technologists, we’ve assembled this carefully curated
kit of communication devices. These communicators foster
independence and social interaction, and facilitate communication throughout students’ day. Weight: 22 lbs. Kit includes:
A 7075B 7-Level Communication Builder
B 3356 7-Message Take or Place N’ Talk Go Board
C 4202R Big Talk Triple Play (Red)
D 2391 Cheap Talk 8, 6-Level
E 3338 Go! Board w/8 Icon Holders
F 9151-S Mini-Com Sequencer (2)
G 358-M Lighted Vibrating Mirror
H 4069 Print It! Icon Maker
I 9020 Put-Em-Arounds (Set of 5)
J 2401 Talkable 3
K 9127 Talking Photo Album
L 1405 Twin Talk
Item#

Description

9037

Classroom Communication Kit
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Price

$2,294.95

F

Quick Start Communication Kit*
Get classroom communication started with our basic communication kit. These best-selling communicators will make classroom participation and social interaction possible for students
with communication challenges. Weight: 8 lbs. Kit Includes:
A 8152 Small Talk Sequencer w/Levels
B 4202Y Big Talk Triple Play (Yellow)
C 9151 Mini-Com
D 2401 Talkable 3 w/Built-in Icon Holder
E 1405 Twin Talk
F 9012 Put-Em-Arounds (2)
G 4069 Print It! Icon Maker
Item#

Description

9024

Quick Start Communication Kit

Price

D
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B
G

$977.95

A

Communicator Bundle*
This complete communication package comes with everything you need to help students’ grow their vocabularies and
develop their language skills. Includes our best-selling
7-Level Communication Builder, the affordable Print It! Icon
Maker and a Communicator bag with room to carry both
products. Weight: 3 lbs. Kit includes:
A 7075 7-Level Communication Builder
B 4069 Print-It Icon Maker
C
Communicator Bag
Item#

Description

8100

Communicator Bundle

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697
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Price

$405.95
* Icon images shown are not included.
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Switch Assessment Kits
These value-packed chests are bursting with proven capability
switches to suit all your needs. Kit for More Involved Clients
(Kit #2) includes everything in Kit #1, plus a Sound Activated
Switch #1051 and a Sip and Puff Switch #970*. Weight:
14 lbs. Basic Switch Assessment Kit #1 includes:
A 700
Grip & Puff*
B 1671 Ultimate Switch
C 605
Switch Modifier
D 990
Tilt Switch
E 787R Jumbo Switch (Red)
F 782Y Gumball Switch (Yellow)
G 783B Mini-Gumball Switch (Blue)
H 1032 Adjustable Angled Switch
I 800
Pinch Switch
J 802
Thumb Switch
K 810
Plate Switch
L 262
Bright Red Switch
B
M 716
Finger Isolation Button
N 831
Petite Pillow Switch
NOTE: *These switches are non-returnable due to
sanitary reasons. Icons shown not included. Case
style may vary.
Item#

7750
7755

Description

Switch Assessment Kit #1
Switch Assessment Kit #2

#7755
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#7750

Price

$969.95
$1,254.95
F

D

AAC Lite Tech Evaluation Kit

G

We have created a complete assessment kit for Speech
Therapists. Save time and money. Weight: 22 lbs. Kit includes:
COMMUNICATORS
A 8152 Small Talk Sequencer with Levels
B 7075B 7-Level Communication Builder
C 4399 Auditory Communicator
D
Tabletop Pocket Chart w/Dry Erase Board
ICONS & PHOTOS
E 4069 Print It! Icon Maker
F 4046 High Contrast Icons
SWITCH ADAPTED PRODUCTS
G 150
Floppy Bunny
H 460
Vibrating Pillow
SWITCHES
I 1165 Computer Mouse Interface
J 464
Tail Light Switch, Say It Play It
K 782R Gumball Switch (Red)
L 3821 Textured Tops for Gumball (Set of 4)
M 1015 Gumball Switch on Easy Flex Mount
N 1671 Ultimate Switch
O 831-R Petite Pillow Switch (Red)
P 800
Pinch Switch
Q 684
Battery Interrupters AA, C, D (Set of 1 of ea.)
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Video demonstration online
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MOUNTING
R 1557 Light Duty Magic Arm System
SOFTWARE

AAC Evaluation Genie Free Software
NOTE: Objects and icon images are not included.
S

Item#

Description

2064

AAC Lite Tech Evaluation Kit

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$1,989.95

classroom kits
Adapted Music Kit
This bag of tricks includes everything a teacher or
therapist needs to help students to meet their physical, psychological, cognitive and social treatment goals.
Additionally the components of this specially curated
music kit will help clients to manage stress, express
feelings, enhance memory and improve communication
skills. Weight: 36 lbs. Kit includes:
A 896
Lighted Musical Tambourine
B 807
Drum
C 2202 Ring Around Bells
D 1114 Musical Snail
E 703
Music Machine with Instruments
F 1115 Band Jam
Item#

Description

4063N

Adapted Music Kit
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Price

D

$1,355.95

Therapeutic Balls Kit*
Our kit includes balls of all sizes, textures, firmness and colors
to provide an array of visual and tactile sensory experiences.
Comes with a bag for easy storage. But you won’t want to put
them away! Bag size: 15" x 18". Weight: 4 lbs. Kit includes:
A
Oversized Sensory Ball (1) - 9"D
B
Senso-dot Ball (1) - 7"D
C
IsoFlex Stress Ball (1) - 2½"D
D
Spiky Ball (1) - 3"D
E
Sensory Ball (1) - 4"D
F
Digi-Squeeze Balls (5 w/different firmness)
G
Mini Porcupine Balls (12) - 1"D
H
Koosh Balls* (2) - 2" & 3"D
I
Woven Kick Ball (2) - 2"D
J
Sensa-Ring (1) - 6"D
F
K
Flex Ring (1) - 6"D
L
Teether Ball (1) - 3½"D
M
Rattle Ball (1) - 5"D

C

M
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H

Description

9085
Therapeutic Balls Kit
* Items may contain latex. Ball colors vary.

I

Price

Description

Weighted Kit

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

J

A

Weighted products, such as the four in this kit, provide
sensory input that helps students with sensory processing
disorders improve their attention and concentration. Buy the
whole set and let all of your students reap the benefits of
weighted products. If you would like a large weighted blanket,
call us for pricing. Weight: 8 lbs. Kit includes:
A 3142 Gel Lap Pad
B 3937 Puppy Hugs
C 3941 Weighted Blanket (M)
D
Color Bean Bags (Set of 5)
7024

K

$164.95

Weighted Kit

Item#

L

D
G

Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
Item#

A

B

B
D

Price

$219.95

C
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Autism Spectrum Disorder Kit*
Teachers and therapists who work with students on the autism spectrum will find invaluable tools for their
classrooms and offices in this 11-product kit. Includes our 7 Message Take or Place N’ Talk Go Board, 7-Level Communication
Builder, Talking Photo Album Put-Em-Arounds for teaching communication skills; Time Timer for teaching organizational skills; and
our Gel Lap Pad, Skin Massager, Somatosensory Tube, Wrap Around Massager and Vibrating Pillow for sensory input. Weight: 30
lbs. Kit includes:
A
A 3356 7 Message Take or Place N’ Talk Go Board
B 7075B 7-Level Communication Builder
C 3142 Gel Lap Pad
F
K
H
D 9020 Put-Em-Arounds (Set of 5)
I
E 3123 Skin Massager
F 402
Somatosensory Tube
G 9127 Talking Photo Album
H 949
Tic Tac Toe
I 1212 Time Timer
G
J
J 1163 Wrap Around Massager (unadapted)
K 460-A Vibrating Pillow (unadapted)
Item#

Description

1572K

Autism Spectrum Disorder Kit

E

Price

$1,660.95
B

C

Classroom Switch Kit
This versatile kit accommodates almost every student’s
needs. Includes the Ultimate Switch 19" for those who use
their heads to activate toys and devices, Gooshy or Senso
Dot Switches for those who benefit from sensory input, the
Jumbo Switch for those who require a large target, and the Tail
Light Switch, particularly useful for visually impaired students.
Weight: 9 lbs. Kit includes:
A 1671 Ultimate Switch
B 7805 On/Off Jumbo Switch (Yellow)
C 782Y Gumball Switch (Yellow)
D 783B Mini Gumball (Blue)
E 636
Gooshy Switch w/L, V & M
F 736
Super Bumpy Switch
G 464
Tail Light Switch, Say It Play It
H 682
Senso Dot Switch
I 883
Koosh Switch*
Item#

Description

7803N
Classroom Switch Kit
* Items contain latex
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$835.95

Computer Access Kit
This essential kit ensures that every student in the class,
regardless of the severity of their disabilities, can access
technology and participate in classroom learning and activities. Weight: 11 lbs. Kit includes:
A 1441 EZ See Large Print Keyboard
B 782R Gumball Switch (Red)
C 1165 Computer Mouse Interface
D
Orbit Trackball Mouse
E
Switch Jam CD
F
Joystick for Windows
Item#

Description

7754K

Computer Access Kit

8

Video demonstration online
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Price

$567.95

Batteries required

E

Items may vary

Made in the USA

D

classroom kits
Light Box Kit
Our bright white light box illuminates teaching tools, creating
a high contrast background that keeps students’ attention on
learning. Weight: 20 lbs. Kit includes:
A 3220 Light Box
B
Variable Beam Flashlight Kit – 2 Flashlights,
2 sets of translucent and transparent color
lenses, Color Beam Book
C
Transparent Overlays (Set of 6)
D
Acrylic Shapes (Set of 30)
E
Acrylic Letters (Set of 26)
F
Acrylic Numbers (Set of 12)
G
Rainbow Blocks
H
Light Exploration Set**
I 3112K Jelly Pads (Set of 5)
Item#

Description

3114

Light Box Kit
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$699.95

Kit for the Visually Impaired*
A fabulous kit that includes everything for the VI student. Weight: 47 lbs.
Kit includes:
A
A 1247 4 Choice Sequential Scanner for the VI
B 7083 4" x 5" VI Communicator
C 4040 Tactile Symbol Communicator
D 4046 High Contrast Icons
E 200
Musical Light Box
E
F 520
Visually Impaired Activity Center
K
G 949
Tic Tac Toe
H 2045 Bright Switch for the Visually Impaired
I 806
Adjustable Angle Sequencer w/Switch
I
J 300
Penguin Roller Coaster**
K
Connect Four w/Tactile Pieces
L 2046 Totally Tactile Communicator
M 4069 Print It! Icon Maker
N 883
Koosh Switch*
O 458
Vibrating Light

D

G

Item#

Description

Kit for the Visually Impaired

O

C
H
F

**Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
NOTE: *This product is not suitable for those who are allergic to latex.
2047N
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Price

Icon images shown are not included.

$2,635.95

Visual Light Experience Kit
Helps develop perceptual skills including tracking and scanning and improves visual attention and active engagement.
Weight: 23 lbs. Kit includes:
A 2273 Laser Star Projector
B 3199 Fiber Optic Sensory Light
C 145
Spinning Light Show*
D 9224 LED Genesis Egg
E 9229 Entangled Dome*
F 4083 Tranquil Turtle
G 3289 Volcano Lamp
B
H 1683 Infinity Mirror
I 3331 Go Anywhere Light Show
J 894
Switch and Glow
K 262
Bright Red Switch
L 4120 Sound Soother Unicorn
M 9340 Disco Ball*
NOTE: *Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Item#

Description

4075

Visually Light Experience Kit

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697
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$1,159.95
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Bundle and Save!
B

A
Switch required*
(not included)

A
C
C

Sensory Bundle

B

Entertainment Bundle
Stay entertained with three of our most popular devices:
Switch Adapted CD Boom Box including CD player, AM/FM radio and tape cassette player; Charley Chameleon (unadapted)
plays sounds of the forest as his lights gradually transition
between colors. The Switch & Glow that lights up and provides
tactile stimulation. Weight: 8 lbs.
A 393
CD Boom Box
B 4057U Charley Chameleon (unadapted)
C 894
Switch & Glow
Item#

Description

4118

Entertainment Bundle

Price

$262.95

Outfit your space with these popular multisensory devices.
Includes the best-selling Fiber Optic Sensory Light that
projects changing red, green, blue and purple lights, the Go
Anywhere Light Show* which illuminates the room with seven
color-changing light shows, and the Somatosensory Tube that
produces glowing lights and soothing vibrations. Weight: 4 lbs.
A
B
C

3331
3199
402

Go Anywhere Light Show*
Fiber Optic Sensory Light
Somatosensory Tube

*NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Item#

Description

4115

Sensory Bundle

Price

$189.95

B

A

Switch required*
(not included)

C
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A
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Creative Art Bundle

Bust a move with the large interactive Piano Mat. Our Music
Box plays four lively tunes when your four different switches
are activated. B Woofer Guitar is great for musical experimentation. Weight: 4¼ lbs.
A 1661 B Woofer Guitar
B 2132 Piano Mat
C 702
Music Box

Stock up the art studio with these popular items. Our Art
Bundle contains the Motorized Squiggle Wiggle Writer Pen
which makes “squiggle writing” loops with its replaceable color
points; the Battery Operated Scissor makes class participation
and craft activities possible; and the Swirl Art maker lets budding artists create one-of-a-kind paintings. Hours of creative
fun. Weight: 5½ lbs.
A 3028 Motorized Squiggle Wiggle Writer Pen
B 9080 Battery Operated Scissor
C 380
Swirl Art

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

4119

Junior Entertainment Bundle

$299.95

4117

Creative Art Bundle

Junior Entertainment Bundle

10

Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$151.95
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Fuzzy Friends & Switches Kit
The gang's all here! Students will spend many happy hours
playing with the five plush animals in this classroom kit. Also
included are seven switches — five that meet the individual
needs of every child in the class. Weight: 9 lbs.
Kit includes:
A
A 904
Pretty Kitten
B 150
Floppy Bunny
C 1074 Rusty
D 4084 Shelly Seahorse
E 3929 Baby Pug
F 716
Finger Isolation Switch
G 782Y Gumball Switch (Yellow)
F
H 636
Gooshy Switch w/V, L & M
I 736
Super Bumpy Switch
J 745
Compact Switch (Set of 3)
Item#

Description

4064

Fuzzy Friends & Switches Kit
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$574.95

Cuddly Cousins & Switches Kit
It’s a plush toy family reunion! Our plush animal kit provides
five cuddly friends and five switches that meet the diverse
needs of every child in the class. Stimulates imaginative and
cooperative group play. Weight: 9 lbs. Kit Includes:
A 9337 Elliot The Elephant
A
B 2121 Lil Kitty
C 9301 Lovely Shih Tzu
D 889
Puppy Dog
E 3928 Chihuahua
F 782Y Gumball Switch (Yellow)
G 682
Senso Dot Switch
H 2045 Bright Switch for VI
I 831-R Petite Pillow Switch (Red)
F
J 7225O Textured Plate Switch (Orange)
Item#

Description

4078

Cuddly Cousins & Switches Kit
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$592.95

ATL Bundle
This carefully selected goody bag filled with five of our newest
and most popular adapted toys and five of our best-selling
switches will teach students valuable lessons about cause
and effect, increase their visual and auditory attention and
much more. Weight: 9 lbs. Kit includes:
A
A 2135 ABC Elmo
B 8025 Llama Musical Stacker
C 2252 Bubble Blastin' Machine
D 1464 Learning Lamp
E 3289 Volcano Lamp
F 782Y Gumball Switch (Yellow)
G 3141 Cushion Grip Switch (S)
H 711-S Small Oval Switch
I 810
Plate Switch
F
J 783B Mini-Gumball Switch (Blue)
Item#

Description

Price

4089

ATL Bundle

$530.95

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697
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Sensory Kit
Eleven different products to promote self calming, balance,
and increased body awareness (proprioception). Weight: 11
lbs. Kit includes:
A 9300 Vibrating Seal
B 460-A Vibrating Pillow
C 3830 Twiddle Pup
D 1151A Tubular Vibrator
E 1163 Wrap Around Massager
F 3024 Foot Massager*
G 3142 Gel Lap Pad
D
H 8089 Sensational Tubes
I 3123 Skin Massager*
J 4120 Sound Soother Unicorn
K 3035 Light & Vibration Somatosensory Tube
Item#

Description

G

A

F
E
C
K
I

H

Price

3125N
Sensory Kit
*Item not returnable due to sanitary reasons

B

J

$509.95

Classroom Fidget Kit
G

The days when classroom fidgeting was discouraged are long gone.
Nowadays, educators understand that fidgeting helps students stay
calm, focused and regulated and facilitates learning. Our complete
kit comes with a variety of fidget tools designed to meet the sensory
needs of every student in the class and comes with a handy carryall
for storage and portability. Weight: 2 lbs. Kit includes two each of:
A
Desk Buddy Sensory Bars
B
Fidgipods (1)
C
Water Snakes
D
Gel Bead Balls
E
Finger Squash It
F
Sensory Stixx
G
Pencil Finger Fidgets
H
Pop Tubes
I
Squish Disks
J
Tangle Jr.
K
Rainbow Pom Balls*
L
Wood Fidget Puzzles
Item#

Description

J
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Price

4393
Classroom Fidget Kit
* Items contain latex

$164.95

Visual Effects Set

new!

Four fabulous sensory products at an affordable price! Light
up your room with the Go Anywhere Light Show; create visual
and tactile opportunities with the Fiber Optic Light and the
Cosmic Liquid Tile; and provide calm with the Oro’s soothing
light. Weight: 7½ lbs. Kit includes:
A 3852G Cosmic Liquid Tile (Green)
B 3199 Fiber Optic Sensory Light
C 9226 The Oro LED Light Illuminator
D 3331 Go Anywhere Light Show

B
C

D

Item#

Description

4077

Visual Effects Set

Price

A

12

D

Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

$203.95

communication devices
spotlight on product design
Enabling Devices’ Chief Product Designer Bill Pedersen
is a man who loves his job. “I’ve always been handy and
used to drive and fix race-cars,” says Bill. “I like figuring
out how to make things work.”
Since coming to Enabling Devices four years ago, Bill has
created new products and redesigned existing products
to make them easier to build and use. “Recently, we had
a special request to create a foot switch for one child,”
Bill recalls. “It took some time, but eventually, we did it.
After the child tried it out, we got an email back from
the woman who requested it and she said it worked perfectly. Things like that remind me why we do what we do.”

#9012

Put-Em-Arounds*
Users can be part of the conversation wherever they are with these unique wall
communicators. Just mount the compact devices in strategic locations in the
home or classroom and enable users to play pre-recorded 20-second
messages throughout the day. Mounting hardware included. Size 8"L x 6½"W.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

9012
9020
9021

Put-Em-Arounds*
Put-Em-Arounds (Set of 5)*
Put-Em-Arounds (Set of 10)*

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$109.95
$485.95
$989.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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#4200R

#4202R

#4202B

Big Talk Triple Play*

Big Talk

This versatile communicator provides single, sequential and
random message capabilities, includes 4 levels, and 300 seconds of recording time. Use it for cards, games, storytelling and
more. Can be activated by an external switch or used to activate
other devices. Comes with a free plastic cover. Size: 7"D x 4½"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

They can crack a joke, sing a song, or greet a friend with
this easy-to-use one message communicator. The Big Talk
provides 20 seconds of recording time and can be activated
by an external switch or act as a switch on its own. Comes
with a free plastic cover. Size: 7"D x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

4202R
4202Y
4202B
4202G
4202P
4105

Red
Yellow
Blue
Green
Purple
Set of 5 (one of each color)

4200R
4200Y
4200B
4200G
4200P
4106

Red
Yellow
Blue
Green
Purple
Set of 5 (one of each color)

Price

$199.95
$199.95
$199.95
$199.95
$199.95
$914.95

Price

$139.95
$139.95
$139.95
$139.95
$139.95
$629.95

#8152
#8151Y

Small Talk Sequencer w/Levels
We added 4 levels to our bestselling compact communicator
in addition to its single, sequential, and random message
capabilities! Features: 4 levels; 300 seconds of recording time;
sequential capability for storytelling; and random capability for
games or cards. Can be activated by an external switch or act
as a switch. Size: 6¼"L x 6¼"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries.
Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

8152
8152R
8152Y
8152T
3821

Blue
Red
Yellow
Set of 3
Textured Tops for Gumball (Set of 4)

Price

$199.95
$199.95
$199.95
$539.95
$32.95

Small Talk Sequencer
Small but mighty, this compact communicator has single,
sequential and random message capability. It offers 300
seconds of recording time and can record up to 250
messages! Perfect for story and joke-telling, singing and much
more. Activate with an external switch or can act as a switch
for other devices. Comes with a clear cover. Size: 6¼"L x
6¼"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

8151
8151Y
4107
3821

Red
$149.95
$149.95
Yellow
$404.95
Set of 3 (Red)
Textured Tops for Gumball (Set of 4) $32.95

Price

Logan ProxTalker
Non-verbal picture users can now have a voice with the
ProxTalker. This advanced speech-generating device
uses RFID (radio frequency identification) technology that
enables independent verbal picture communication for nonverbal people. Simply place any photo or symbol on a sound
tag card, place the card on one of the five buttons, and
push to hear the recorded message. Includes 80 prerecorded sound tags, 100 blank sound tags, carry case,
and 2 sets of programming tags. Available in gray with a
male or female voice. Comes with a 3 year warranty. Size:
13"L x 7"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 4¾ lbs.
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Item#

Description

4087
4088

Logan ProxTalker Gray, Female Voice $3,149.95
Logan ProxTalker Gray, Male Voice $3,149.95

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

communication devices
Talkables w/Built-in Icon Holders

Compact and intuitive, these basic message communicators come with built-in icon holders and free clear covers.

Talkable 2 w/Built-in Icon Holders

Talkable 4 w/Built-in Icon Holders

20 seconds total recording time; records 2 messages; two
output jacks; easy single message recording. Size: 7½"L x
4½"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

20 seconds total recording time; records 4 messages; four
output jacks. Size: 14"L x 5½"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

2400

Talkable 2
w/Built-in Icon Holders

$155.95

2402

Talkable 4
w/Built-in Icon Holders

Price

$175.95

Talkable 4 12-Levels w/Built-in
Icon Holders

Talkable 3 w/Built-in Icon Holders
15 seconds total recording time; records 3 messages; three
output jacks; easy single message recording. Size: 10½"L x
5"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

300 seconds total recording time; records four 6-second
messages on 12 levels; four output jacks; easy single
message recording. Size: 14"L x 5½"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

2401

Talkable 3
w/Built-in Icon Holders

$165.95

2403

Talkable 4 12-Levels
w/Built-in Icon Holders

Price

$245.95

Talkable 6 Spinning Communicator
Communication is right at their fingertips with this spinning
version of our most popular communicator. The Talkable 6 is
mounted atop a Lazy Susan that makes it easy to reach all six
message buttons with the spin of the base. This communicator
has 6 levels, 6 seconds per message for a total recording
time of 225 seconds. Sold with six clear covers for icons. Size:
8½"Diameter x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.

#3821

Talkables Accessories
Textured covers for your Talkables.
Item#

Description

3821

Textured Tops for Gumballs
(Set of 4)

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$32.95

Item#

Description

2409

Talkable 6 Spinning Communicator
w/6 Levels*
Textured Tops for Gumballs (Set of 4)

3821

Price

$232.95
$32.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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#1245 & #1246

Learn with
Objects, Photos
& Icons!

#430-I

Four Compartment Scanning
Communicator w/Levels
Our popular 12-level, four compartment communication device
is more versatile than ever, offering linear scanning of objects,
photos or symbols with automatic or inverse scanning options.
Each compartment has its own switch for direct selection and
four 5-second messages per level. Size: 18"L x 10"W x 6"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Scanning function requires capability
switch. Weight: 2½ lbs.

#1243

Item#

Description

1246

Four Compartment Scanning
Communicator w/Levels*

Price

$279.95

#1253

Compartmentalized Communicators
Learning language is tons of fun with our exclusive compartmentalized communicators. Each compartment has space for objects
and frames for photos or icons. Just activate one of the colorful
switch plates to turn on a light and hear a 20-second message.
Builds skills like classification, sequencing, function, opposites
and comparatives! Requires 4 AA Batteries.Two message size:
11"L x 10½"W x 3"H. Weight: 1½ lbs. Three message size: 14"L
x 10½"W x 3"H. Weight: 2 lbs. Four message size: 18"L x 10"W x
6"H. Weight: 2½ lbs.
Item#

Description

1243
1253
1245
430-I

Two Compartments Messages*
Three Compartments Messages*
Four Compartments Messages*
3" x 3" Black Icon Holders (Set of 8)

Price

$177.95
$219.95
$252.95
$52.95

Grooved Platform Communicator
Terrific for helping learners to identify objects and their
names, this communicator has platforms where objects and/
or pictures of objects can be placed. When students press
the switch plate that corresponds to the appropriate object or
photo, a 5-second message plays and lights turn on. Comes
with six grooved picture holders, three on the front and three
on the back of the platform. Size: 16½"L x 12"W x 3½"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
Item#

Description

1910

Grooved Platform Communicator*

Price

$219.95

Super-Sized Communicator w/Levels
Large in size and capabilities, this communicator has four
6-second messages on 12 levels, linear automatic or inverse
scanning and an adjustable scanning rate. Scan objects,
photographs and symbols by activating the switch on each
compartment. Size: 28"L x 11½"W x 4¼"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Scanning function requires capability switch.
Weight: 3 lbs.
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Item#

Description

1221

Super-Sized Communicator w/Levels*

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$290.95

communication devices

7-Level Communication Builder

Communication Builder
This Communication Builder is equipped with 5 easy to
change frames, which allows you to refine communication
choices as the person develops new skills. Record your own
messages with the simplest push of a button. Light, durable
and easy to carry with a built-in handle. Frames included are
1, 2, 4, 8 and 16-window options. Re-recording is required
when you change window frames. Total recording time is 300
seconds. Frame size is 8½" x 7". Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

7071B

Communication Builder (Black)*

Price

$289.95

Our best-selling progressive communication builder grows
along with you. Start with one message, then advance to using
two messages, then four messages, and so on. As communication skills develop, move up to our 16-window grid. This
7-level communicator offers the capacity to record up to 112
messages with a total recording time of 300 seconds. Rerecording is required when you change window frames. Frame
size is 8½"L x 7"W. Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

7075
7075B

7-Level Communication Builder (Blue)* $389.95
7-Level Communication Builder (Black)*$389.95

Price

4-Level Communication Builder
Ideal for more advanced communicators, this lightweight,
durable, portable unit has six levels and room for 192 threesecond messages. Designed with a frame that makes it easy
to change overlays, this communicator has adjustable legs
for tilted viewing, a carrying handle and adjustable shoulder
strap. Size: 16"L x 9"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight:
2½ lbs.

A progressive communication device that grows with the user,
this four-level communicator is equipped with five interchangeable frames, and retains all recorded messages so that you
can switch back and forth between 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 frames.
Records 4-second messages with a simple push of a button
and is durable, lightweight and has a built-in handle for easy
carrying. Total record time is 300 seconds. Frame size is 8½"
x 7". Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

3206

32-Message Communicator*

$425.95

7077

4-Level Communication Builder*

32-Message Communicator

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$377.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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Cheap Talks!

Our popular Cheap Talk communicators are lightweight, portable, user-friendly and
economical. They enable the user to “speak” pre-recorded messages.

Cheap Talk 4 In-line Direct
Simple communication’s easy with this popular communicator.
The In-line Direct has four message squares and plays one of the
5-second messages when you press the corresponding square.
Size: 12½"L x 6"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼
lbs.
Item#

Description

3054

Cheap Talk 4 In-line Direct*

Cheap Talk 4 Square Direct
Simple four-message square communicator is activated by
pressing one of four message squares. Total record time is
20 seconds, 5 seconds per message. Size: 8"L x 8"W x 3"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

Price

Item#

Description

$157.95

1392

Cheap Talk 4 Square Direct*

Price

$151.95

Scanning!

Cheap Talk 4 In-line
Direct, Scan & Jacks

Cheap Talk 8
Direct, Scan & Jacks
Versatile and accommodating to people with a range of abilities, this popular communicator records and plays eight 5-second messages and features eight different scanning options
including auditory cueing. (See scanning options at enabling
devices.com.) Activate the Cheap Talk 8 directly by pressing
one of the eight squares. Alternatively, select the message to
be played by scanning through the eight choices using one
or two external switches. Lights under each square illuminate
sequentially to indicate which message is chosen. Scanning
speed is adjustable. Size: 12"L x 7½"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

3051

Cheap Talk 8 Direct, Scan & Jacks*
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Allows the use of single or dual switch scanning. A light illuminates sequentially above each message square. This versatile
unit also allows direct activation by pressing the squares.
Features a choice of eight different scanning options, including auditory cueing. (See scanning options at enablingdevices.
com.) The scanning speed is adjustable to accommodate a
wide range of abilities. Total record time is 20 seconds; 5
seconds per message. Size: 12"L x 6"W x 2½"H. Requires 4
AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

Price

3050

Cheap Talk 4 In-line Direct, Scan
& Jacks*

Price

$322.95

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

$300.95

communication devices
Cheap Talks!

Our popular Cheap Talk communicators are lightweight, portable, user-friendly and
economical. They enable the user to “speak” pre-recorded messages.

Cheap Talk 8 1-Level
Our versatile communicator can be activated by pressing one
of eight message squares and has a total record time of 300
seconds or 37.5 seconds per message. This user-friendly
communicator is great for development of receptive and
expressive language skills. Size: 12½"L x 8"W x 3"H. Requires
4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

1391

Cheap Talk 8 1-Level*

Cheap Talk 8 6-Levels
This best-selling communicator provides space to record
and re-record 48 six-second messages on six levels. Ideal
for building language skills and encouraging communication.
Size: 12½"L x 8"W x 3"H. Message square size: 2". Requires
4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

Price

Item#

Description

$247.95

2391

Cheap Talk 8 6-Levels*

Price

$344.95

#4047B

#2500B

Talk 4

Cheap Talk 4-Switch Module
This handy module is a self-contained recorder-talker that
accepts up to 4 switches, 4 messages, 5 seconds per message. Size: 6"L x 3½"W x 2¼"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

1394

Cheap Talk 4-Switch Module

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$122.95

This ergonomically designed, state-of-the-art 4-message communicator comes in two versions: Basic and Levels. The Basic
Talk 4 plays four 5-second messages. The Talk 4 w/Levels has
12 levels with 300 seconds of record time and single switch,
illuminated auto scanning; true voice recording quality; adjustable scanning speed (3 speeds); volume control; and on/off
auditory cueing. Both feature removable, adjustable carrying
strap; easy-to-use, slide-in overlay track; light touch switch
membrane; lightweight, portable, and durable. Size: 11"L x
4"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

2500B
4047B

Talk 4 w/Levels*
Basic Talk 4*

Price

$296.95
$208.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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7-Message Take or Place
N’ Talk Go! Board

Mini-Com
Our best-selling Mini-Coms are a great option for promoting
simple communication. Use one, two or three at a time to
slowly build communication skills. Each Mini-Com comes
complete with icon, picture or word-holder, and accommodates
20 seconds of recording time. Size: 5½"L x 6"W x 3"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

9151
9151K

Mini-Com (One)*
Mini-Com (Set of 3)

Price

$107.95
$281.95

Actively engage users in their daily schedule.
Our bestselling wall communicator is
an effective picture and talking scheduler. It’s designed with easy to access
recording controls and seven 3" x 3"
icon holders. It records and plays seven
35-second messages that are activated
each time icons are removed from or
replaced on their frames. Wall mounting
hardware is included along with 7 icon
holders. Size: 29½"L x 5¼"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
NOTE: Icons cannot be translucent/clear
or white.
Item#

Description

3356

7-Message Take or Place N' Talk
Go! Board (Blue)*
7-Message Take or Place N' Talk
Go! Board (Set of 3-Blue)
3" x 3" Black Icon Holders (Set of 8)

3357

Mini-Com Sequencer

430-I

Price

$268.95
$726.95
$52.95

How to improve upon the bestselling
Mini-Coms? Add sequencing! Terrific for
story-telling, singing and joke-telling, this
small-scale, attachable communicator
features 300 seconds of recording time and
includes an icon, picture or word holder. Size: 5½"L x 6"W x
3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

9151-S

Mini-Com Sequencer*

Price

$151.95

Textured Roller Sequencer
Ideal for non-speaking children or adults, this communicator
enables users to engage in simple conversation by playing
a sequential series of pre-recorded messages. Simply roll
the sequencer once to play the first message and again for
the next one, etc. This multipurpose device can be used for
sequencing, directions, math facts, memorization, storytelling, sing-alongs and more. Roller size: 11"L x 4½"W x 2"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

653

Textured Roller Sequencer
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Go! Board w/8 Icon Holders
Lunch time? Circle time? Nap time? Help students stay on
schedule with space for eight picture symbols. Once the
student completes a scheduled activity or task, the icon is
removed from the board, and can be placed in a pocket at the
base of the board. Comes with a set of 2" x 2" icon holders.
Size: 29"L x 5½"W x 3"H. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
NOTE: This item is not a recording/speaking device.

Price

Item#

Description

$212.95

3338

Go! Board w/8 Icon Holders*

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$87.95

communication devices
Twin Talk
.5"

1"

#1405

Encourage self-expression with this simple yet versatile communicator. Perfect for those new to communication technology, the Twin Talk teaches the skills needed to progress to more
complex devices while providing hours of fun in the meantime.
Equipped to record, play back and re-record two 10-second
messages, this unique communicator lets you make requests
and simple selections, sing songs, produce sound effects
and play games! Includes two dividers for isolating messages.
Choose the basic Twin Talk or the Twin Talk and Play, which simultaneously speaks and activates a toy or device. Size: 13"L
x 6½"W x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

1405
1405X
1406

Twin Talk*
Twin Talk (Set of 3)
Twin Talk and Play

Price

$142.95
$382.95
$175.95

improved
design!

Rocking Say It Play It
A switch and communicator in one, the Say It Play It entertains while it teaches the correlation between language and
function. This simple but rewarding device plays two 10
second messages while it simultaneously activates two toys
or devices. Size: 14"L x 6"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

1399

Rocking Say It Play It

One Message Communicator
Say hello, ask for help, or let them know it’s time for lunch with
this basic, affordable communicator that works with the touch
of button. Record and play one 10-second message with the
push of a button. Comes with a clear icon cover. Size: 4½"D x
2"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.

Price

Item#

Description

$142.95

4595

One Message Communicator*

Price

$87.95

Auditory Communicator 16-Levels
A wonderful option for users who need a large target area, this
60-square-inch communicator has four 3" x 5" plate switches,
can be positioned at a 30- or 70-degree angle and requires
only gentle pressure for activation. When pressed, each plate
sounds your pre-recorded message of up to five seconds. Enables users to communicate and activate four different toys or
devices simultaneously with the four cords included. Size: 15"L
x 7½"W x 7½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

Just right for those unable to use a multi-button communicator
due to visual or physical impairments, this unique communicator scans through pre-recorded messages at a volume that
only the user can hear. Once the user reaches the message
they want to play, they simply press the switch plate again to
play it at an amplified volume. With 16 levels with 18 seconds
of record time per level, no one will be at a loss for words!
Comes with a built-in switch and a jack for use with an external
switch. Size: 6½"L x 4"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: ½ lb.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

4055

4-Plate Communicator Say It Play It*

$182.95

4399

Auditory Communicator 16-Levels

4-Plate Communicator Say It Play It

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$197.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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Eye-Talk Bundle

#3700

Eye Talks
Our popular eye gaze communication board is an inexpensive
yet effective method of communicating. Place desired choices
on the Eye Talk board. The observer views the eye gaze of the
user on the opposite side of the clear plastic board and sees
their selection. The Eye Talks are made of shatter-resistant
plastic and come with two self-contained height adjustable
triangle stands and an adhesive 12" strip that you can cut
to size for attaching your messages. You can purchase an
Eye-Talk Bundle (board with a Clip Clamp #3711 at right) or
with a Tabletop Base (#3700). Size: 17"L x 11½"W x 1/16"H.
Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

3712
3700
3701
3702

Eye Talk (only)*
Eye Talk w/1 Black Base*
Eye Talk 4 Pack w/1 Black Base
Eye Talk 10 Pack w/1 Black Base

The Eye Talk eye gaze communication board (description left)
works even better when paired with our mountable Clip Clamp.
Easily mounts to any wheelchair tray, tabletop or bedrail. Size:
17"L x 11½"W x ¼"H. Weight: 2½ lbs.
Item#

Description

3711

Eye-Talk Bundle*

Price

$159.95

Price

$29.95
$69.95
$129.95
$189.95

High Contrast Icons
Suggested by a parent of a child with cortical blindness and
her communication specialist, these icons are highly visible to
the most visually impaired individuals. Package includes more
than 50 photos in two sets of icons (3" x 3" and 5" x 5¼") both
in printed form and on a CD. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

4046

High Contrast Icons

Price

$54.95

See & Speak Object Communicator
Children learn to identify and name everyday items with this
practical communicator that keeps instructional teaching
materials secure in the large plastic containers attached to
the communicator’s raised platforms. Press the See & Speak’s
large brightly colored plates to activate up to four 6-second
messages on 12 levels and total recording time of 300 seconds. It can also be used as a switch to activate an external
device that relates to the lesson. Size: 10"L x 6½"W x 7½"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

9259

See & Speak Object
Communicator (One)
See & Speak Object
Communicator (Set of 3)

9260
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Price

$266.95
$720.95

Batteries required

Visual Speech Trainer
Learning to form words properly comes more naturally when
speech therapy clients can practice while looking in this communicator’s attached mirror. Simply touch the device’s plate
switch to activate messages and begin visual speech training.
The communicator accommodates four 5-second messages
and can also be externally activated by plugging a switch into
its jack. Size: 5½"L x 10"W x 14"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 2½ lbs.
Item#

Description

9153

Visual Speech Trainer

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$157.95
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Talkable 2 for the VI
Have a heart-to-heart with a little help from our popular Talkable 2, created especially for those with visual impairment.
The communicator’s brightly colored switches are outlined in
black to make them easier to locate. Twenty seconds of recording time with room for two messages lets them tell friends and
family what’s on their minds. Includes two built-in output jacks.
Size: 7½"L x 4½"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight:
¾ lb.
Item#

Description

2600
3821

Talkable 2 for the VI*
Textured Tops for Gumball
(Set of 4)

Price

$155.95
$32.95

Totally Tactile Communicator
Designed especially for the visually impaired user, this communicator features brightly colored plates with raised designs
and adjustable activation time (1-12 seconds) that gives
users time to recognize and activate their message. Features
6 levels for a total of 36 messages and a total record time of
300 seconds, 7 seconds per message. Comes mounted on a
Lazy Susan. Size: 14½"L x 14½"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4 lbs.
Item#

Description

2046

Totally Tactile Communicator

Price

$320.95

Switch required*
(not included)

4-Choice Sequential Scanner for the
Visually Impaired

Adjustable Angle Sequencer w/Switch
Designed especially for visually impaired users, this sequencing communicator has 300 seconds of recording time and a
built-in switch that’s easy to locate due to its large size and the
circle of LED lights at its center. The sequencer’s angle can be
adjusted from 32 to 90 degrees, its light can be turned on and
off and it can be clamped or unclamped according to user’s
preferences. Also acts as an external switch for other devices.
Size: 8"L x 8"W x 6¼"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼
lbs.
Item#

Description

806

Adjustable Angle Sequencer
w/Switch

Price

$219.95

Created for the visually impaired, this state-of-the-art communicator illuminates icons so they are easier to see. Equipped
with 12 levels, four fields and 300 seconds total recording
time, this unique device provides 4 modes of scanning—
Inverse, Automatic, Two Switch and Step—adjustable scanning
speed (1-12 seconds), on/off auditory cueing, volume control,
and an articulated arm that expands from 14"L to 24"L with
clamp. Communicator Size: 16"L x 2½"W x 6"H; Base Size:
17"L x 5¾"W x 4"H. Requires and 2 C and 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 4¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

1247

4-Choice Sequential Scanner for the VI* $485.95

Price

Cheap Talk 6 for VI
This popular six-level communicator has six bright yellow and
red switches outlined in black that make it easier for visually
impaired users to see and activate them. The Cheap Talk 6
has six levels, space for 225 seconds total recording time, and
a built-in icon holder. Size: 20"L x 4¾"W x 2½"H. Requires 4
AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Item#

Description

6056
3821

Cheap Talk 6 for VI*
Textured Tops for Gumball
(Set of 4)

Price

$262.95
$32.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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popular!
“That is
my brother
Mike”

Talking Photo Album
A wonderful way to facilitate communication and express creativity, this interactive communicator encourages users to tell
their stories through photos, icons and drawings. Just press
the bottom of each page (with moderate pressure) to play a
10-second message that describes the image pictured. Contains 20 pages and holds 5" x 7" photos. Size: 5½"L x 7¾"W x
1¼"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

9127

Talking Photo Album

Price

$76.95

Announcer w/6 Levels
Our sequencer communicator allows the user to first hear a
series of words and then select one by simply activating its
capability switch. Mounted on a 24" Gooseneck. Features: 6
levels; 300 seconds of recording time; 5-second messages;
auditory cueing; auditory scanning; playback delay of 1 to 5
seconds; level changer; jack for external capability switch.
Size: 29½"L x 6"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
Item#

Description

Price

5015

Announcer w/6 Levels
on Gooseneck

$322.95

Reading Time Communicator
Promote early reading skills with this unique communication
device. To use, clip any size book onto the device, record each
page of text using the six built-in mini-gumball switches; place
a colored sticker on each page of the book making sure they
correspond to the colors of the switches. When a child wants
to hear a story, she presses the switch that matches the
colored sticker on that page. Removable stickers are included.
Features six 25-second messages on four levels; true voice
recording quality; level changer and volume control. Size: 15"L
x 7"W to 10½"W x 3"H to 5½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 2 lbs.
Item#

Description

1524

Reading Time Communicator
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Price

$268.95
Batteries required

Puzzle Communicator Set
Communicating is a pleasure with our complete set of talking
puzzles! Communicator has five levels and total recording time
of 300 seconds. Record messages for each puzzle on each
level; messages play when you pick up or place a puzzle piece.
Set comes with one base and three puzzles. Size: 13"L x 12"W
x 5"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 9¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

3088

Puzzle Communicator Set
(Base and Three Puzzles)

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$299.95
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Hip Talk Plus
Portable communication doesn’t get handier than this! This
communicator has it all: 300 seconds of recording time,
incredible sound quality, auditory cueing, magnetic snap-on
frames for easy icon changing, volume control, low battery
warning and three interchangeable frames for 3, 6 and 12
messages. Comes with a soft Neoprene carrying bag with
clear top and zippered opening and an adjustable waist strap
that fits most. Size: 8½"L x 3"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

5020

Hip Talk Plus*

Price

$322.95

Hip Talk 12 w/Levels
This best-selling communicator has five easy-to-change levels
and space for 60 five-second messages. Designed with 12
circular activation pads, auditory cueing, on/off switch, and a
magnetic snap-on frame for easy icon changing. The Hip Talk
12 also comes with a Neoprene carrying bag with clear top,
zippered opening and an adjustable waist strap that fits most
wearers. Size: 8½"L x 3"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

5013

Hip Talk 12 w/Levels*

Price

$344.95

Hip Talk

Wrist Talker

Shoot from the hip with this basic communicator which plays
four 5-second messages with the touch of a button. Featuring
large recessed switch plates, the Hip Talk is appropriate for
children and adults. Size: 6¼"L x 2¼"W x 3¼"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight ½ lb.

As easy to wear as a watch, this basic communicator records
one 10-second greeting. Superior sound quality, simple
recording and an adjustable strap make this a reliable option.
Strap is adjustable. Size: 2¼"D x 1½"H. Requires 3 LR44 Button Cells (Included). Weight: ¼ lb.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

5004

Hip Talk Four Message*

3037-B

Wrist Talker

Price

$164.95

Price

$65.95

Clip Talk

Wearable Talker
You’d be hard pressed to find a communicator more versatile
or convenient than this one. Worn on your wrist, forearm, leg or
a wheelchair arm, this device accommodates two 10-second
messages. Size: 5½"L x 2¼"W x 1½"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¼ lb.

This ultra-convenient portable communicator has a spring
reinforced clip that snaps onto a wheelchair, walker, bedrail,
stroller or virtually any other tubular or rectangular object. Has
space for recording two 10-second messages and can be
activated by its built-in switch or an external switch. Size: 6½"L
x 4"W x 5¼"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

5022

Wearable Talker

$153.95

5520

Clip Talk

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$118.95

*Icon images shown are not included.
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electronics
speech language pathogists spotlight
practitioner spotlight
Working in the disability community can sometimes run
in families. Tina Weisman, Enabling Devices’ consulting
occupational therapist, passed down her love of helping
people to her daughter, Jessica Landsberg.
“I grew up in a household where my mother was always
seeing private clients,” recalls Jessica, who is currently
a speech-language pathologist entering her clinical fellowship year. The more she learned about her mother’s
work with children with disabilities, the more she knew
she wanted to make a career of helping those with special needs. “My mom’s been an incredible role model,”
she says.
Tina W. & Jessica L.
Recently, Tina and Jessica visited the company’s
headquarters—Tina to review products for telehealth and Jessica to see some of the toys and devices in action. They
also got to see how we manufacture our products. While Tina has long been a resource and friend of Enabling
Devices, having worked with company founder Steven Kanor, her expertise is especially valuable in the age of
COVID-19. “Virtual learning is not the optimal way for many kids with disabilities to learn,” she explains. Some of
Tina’s favorites for telehealth are the Desktop Busy Box (#3009) and the Compact Activity Center (#2300). Both work
well in a virtual session, she says.

Switch required*
(not included)

CD Boom Box
This switch-adapted boom box has a CD player, AM/FM radio
and a cassette player all in one unit! Simply plug your capability switch into the radio/cassette jack to play music, or plug
your switch into the CD jack to activate your favorite CD. The
radio, cassette, CD and tape function start and stop/pauses
with each switch activation. The CD function will not work with
a latch/timer. Size: 12"L x 9"W x 5½"H. Requires 8 C Batteries. Weight: 4 lbs.
NOTE: AC line cord has been removed for safety reasons.

Portable CD Player w/Radio

Item#

Price

Item#

Description

$153.95

3414

Portable CD Player w/Radio

393
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Description

CD Boom Box

Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Let the music play with our adapted CD and radio combo. Play
the radio by plugging a capability switch into the radio jack, or
plug the switch into the CD jack to play and pause CDs. Radio
requires continuous switch activation. Fits on wheelchair trays
so they can keep the tunes coming wherever they go. Size: 8”L
x 4½”W x 9”H. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight: 3¼ lbs.
NOTE: AC line cord has been removed for safety reasons.

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$120.95

electronics
Switch required*
(not included)

CD Boom Box Control Center

Adapted Sony Boom Box
Activate your switch once to turn on the radio, tape or CD
player, activate it a second time to turn the selected function off. Does not work with a Switch/Latch/Timer. Features
a CD player, cassette player and recorder, AM-FM radio, and
audio-in for connecting smart phones and MP3 players. Has
earphone jack for quiet listening. Note: audio-in is not adapted
for switch use. Size: 12"L x 8"W x 4½"H. Requires AC power
and 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs.
NOTE: Our AC-powered items are designed for 120V electrical outlets.
Item#

Description

3423

Adapted Sony Boom Box w/AC Adapter $239.95

A fantastic tabletop CD Boom Box player is now available for
all users including the visually impaired, blind and people who
have limited mobility. We’ve adapted the Control Center with
seven 2½" switches for easy access. The switches control
on/off, volume, forward and backward, play and pause, and
stop. Size: 17"L x 11"W x 6"H. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight:
7 lbs.
NOTE: AC line cord has been removed for safety reasons.
Item#

Description

5943

CD Boom Box Control Center

Price

$322.95

Price

Switch required*
(not included)

Computer Mouse Interface

TV Remote Module
Our switch activated remote module makes TV viewing easy
and convenient even for users with impaired fine motor coordination. Just plug switch or switches into the module’s jacks to
control power, volume and channel up and down. Size: 10"L x
4"W x 2½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
NOTE: Cannot be used with TV/VCR or TV/DVD combination
unit.

Our wireless mouse interface can be used for cursor movement or for computer switch access. Connects wirelessly to
a computer and can be used with its 5” built-in switch plate
or by connecting two switches to the device, to mimic mouse
clicks or key strokes. Mouse comes with a removable T-handle
and joystick ball. Works with Windows 7 or newer, Mac OS10,
and Linux 9.0 or newer. Requires USB port. Size: 5"Diameter x
1¼"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

5150

TV Remote Module

$160.95

1165

Computer Mouse Interface

Price

$219.95

Wireless TV Remote Control
This oversized remote works perfectly for those with impaired
motor coordination who require a large (2-inch) striking area.
Push buttons are clearly labeled with words and symbols for
channel, sound and on/off functions and five input jacks allow
users to control the remote with their own external switches.
Uses infrared technology compatible with most remotecontrolled TVs. Size: 15½"L x 10½"W x 3"H. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
NOTE: Cannot be used with TV/VCR or TV/DVD combination
units.
Item#

Description

1521

Wireless TV Remote Control

Price

$247.95
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iPad products
special education school spotlight
Elizabeth Seton Children’s School in Yonkers, N.Y.,
educates children with complex medical needs from
birth to age 21 who reside at Elizabeth Seton Children's
Center. Principal Sharon Herl says education at the
school is “all about trying to help students to be as independent as possible. The children use toys and technological products from Enabling Devices throughout the
day, every day.”
Erica Mason, a special educator at the school says
Enabling Devices’ iPad Pro Mounting System is especially helpful to students who use iPads as communication
devices. “This hands-free mounting system allows our
students’ iPads to travel with them, enabling them to be
more independent with their communication needs. The
mounting system attaches to their lap trays and makes
it easy for our students to express themselves when they
are on the move.”

iPad Pro Mounting System

iPad Mounting System
Help them stay connected with our iPad mounting system. The
mounting system comes with a platform, light duty arm that
expands from 14½” to 24” and a clamp that provides easy
mounting. Works with 1st & 2nd generation of iPads and iPad
Air, but not with iPad Pro Minis 10.5", 11" or full size 12.9"
iPad Pro versions. Platform size: 10¾"L x 9½"W x 1½"H; Arm
size: expands from 14½"L to 24"L.

The ultimate accessory! This mounting system comes with a
mounting platform, a light duty arm, and a clamp. The dual
mounting arm expands to 24" for maximum ﬂexibility and
reach. The clamp allows you to easily mount the system to
a wheelchair or tabletop. Fits 1st & 2nd generation iPad Pro
12.9" models only.
NOTE: iPad and case not included.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

1556

iPad Mounting System

$250.95

1587

iPad Pro Mounting System
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$322.95

iPad products
EXTENDS

Adjustable Touch Screen Mouth Stylus

Easy Flex Stylus

Our lightweight, adjustable (8½” to 15”) stainless steel stylus
allows users to firmly yet comfortably hold the stylus and
requires only the slightest touch to control a tablet or smart
phone. Comes with an extra pair of protective rubber sleeves.
Size: 3/8"Diameter x 8½"L to 24"L. Weight: 1½ oz.
NOTE: Stylus non-returnable due to sanitary reasons, iPad
and mount not included.

Our most versatile and adjustable stylus allows you to position
it in just about any position – between fingers, above your
hand, under your hand, around your wrist. Whatever works
best for you! Comes with two adjustable Velcro straps for
stabilizing and securing the stylus. Full unadjusted size: 14"L x
4"W. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

Item#

Description

9089
9091

Adjustable Touch Screen Mouth Stylus $209.95
$54.95
Replaceable Tips (Set of 5)*

9079
9091

Easy Flex Stylus
Replaceable Tips (Set of 5)*

Price

Price

$76.95
$54.95

#9091

Adjustable Touch Screen Head Stylus
An essential tool for people with limited hand use, our telescopic stylus is mounted on a sturdy yet comfortable padded
headset that adjusts to the head size of the user. The stylus
extends from 8” to 20” length. Weight: ½ lb.
NOTE: Stylus non-returnable due to sanitary reasons, iPad
and mount not included.
item#

Description

9092
9091

Adjustable Touch Screen Head Stylus
Replaceable Tips (Set of 5)*
*

Adjustable Touch Screen Stylus
Take control of your digital life with this one-size-fits-all stylus
with Velcro straps that works with touchscreen surfaces
including smart phones, iPads and Android tablets. Simply
adjust stylus length, position to personalize, and click away!
Replaceable tips* are sold separately. Size: ½"D x 2" to 19"H.
Weight: ¼ lb.

Price

Item#

Description

$166.95
$54.95

9086
9091

Adjustable Touch Screen Stylus
Replaceable Tips (Set of 5)*

Price

$94.95
$54.95

Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697
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iPad products
#1164

#1167

iPad Wireless Switches

iPad Wireless Switch Interface
There’s a switch interface for that app! Just connect the switch
and access hundreds of compatible apps. Works through
Bluetooth 4.0 for simple pairing and has a range of over 50
feet. Their only problem? So many apps, so little time! Size:
2¼"W x 2¾"L x ½"H. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

Price

1166

iPad Wireless Switch Interface

$135.95

“Appiness” is … the ability to control hundreds of compatible
apps on a Bluetooth-equipped electronic device! Available
with one switch or two, this essential item features large target
areas for easy activation; accepts one or two of your own
capability switches; has four modes for additional functions;
works through Bluetooth 4.0 for simple pairing; has a range of
over 50 feet; and acts as a regular capability switch for other
switch-adapted products. One switch size: 5"Diameter. Weight:
¾ lb. Two-switch size: 12½"L x 5"W x 1¾"H. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

1164
1167

iPad Wireless One Switch
iPad Wireless Two Switch

Price

$219.95
$226.95

Switch Accessible Apps for the iPad
There are dozens of switch accessible apps available for fun and learning. Many of
them are free or low cost.
Apps use a single or multiple switches to teach cause and effect, taking turns,
feelings and emotions, matching, literacy and numeracy, colors and shapes,
and science concepts.
For a comparison chart of our favorite switch accessible apps, visit our website at
https://enablingdevices.com/apps-charts-for-the-disabled/
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

mounts
customer spotlight
Nicholas L., a 22-year-old student at Bergen
Community College in Paramus, N.J., isn’t content
to sit back and wait for others to fight city hall.
“He’s an advocate for people with disabilities and
rare diseases,” says his mother Annette. When
he’s not studying or championing disability rights,
Nick can be found bowling, surfing the web or taking photographs.
Recently, he needed a wheelchair mounting solution for his 35 millimeter camera, so he turned to
Enabling Devices. “We just showed up at the company’s offices without an appointment,” says Annette. “They took us in right away!” The company’s
tech specialist Vinny Livoti installed a mounting
device that positions Nick’s camera at eye level.
Now, Nick can use his remote control to snap pictures for his photography course!

Nicholas L.

#1557

Magic Arm Mounting System

Light Duty Magic Arm System
Sleek and modern looking, this ergonomically designed, ﬂexible system has a single articulated extendable arm (14”L
– 24”L) with two sections and a heavy-duty clamp. Mounts
securely to any wheelchair, table or bedrail and holds up to
3.3 pounds. Two mounting plates (#1569) available separately online. Weight: 2¼ lbs.

This unique system enables users to place their switches in
virtually any position! Its adjustable arm — 20½"L when fully
extended—supports up to 5 lbs., attaches to a wheelchair
or table with a base clamp and is locked into place with the
twist of a knob. Comes with threaded circular and rectangular
plates to support switches. Weight: 3½ lbs.
NOTE: Switch not included.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

1557

Light Duty Magic Arm System

$186.95

1631

Magic Arm Mounting System

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$322.95
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mounts
Choosing a Mounting System

#1556

iPad Mounting Systems
Help them stay connected with our iPad mounting system. The
mounting system comes with a platform, light duty arm that
expands from 14½” to 24” and a clamp that provides easy
mounting. Works with 1st & 2nd generation of iPads and iPad
Air, but not with iPad Pro Minis 10.5", 11" or full size 12.9"
iPad Pro versions. Platform size: 10¾"L x 9½"W x 1½"H; Arm
size: expands from 14½"L to 24"L.
Item#

1556
1587

Description

Price

iPad Mounting System
iPad Pro Mounting System

$250.95
$322.95

Which Mounting System is right for your
needs? Our mounting systems have different weight limits, ranges of motion and
attachment methods to cover most uses.
All of our mounts attach to a wheelchair,
tabletop, bedrail or tray.
To hold lightweight objects, consider the
Gooseneck Mounting System (#1550) or
the Light Duty Magic Arm System (#1557).
For heavier items (10-11 lbs.) try one of our
Dual Mounting Arms in two or three section
models (#1585 and #1584).
For a complete comparison chart of all
our mounting systems, visit our website at
https://enablingdevices.com/comparisoncharts/

#1550

#1565

Gooseneck Mounting Systems
Now you can position a switch anywhere you’d like with our
rugged mounting system. Equipped with a flexible, extrastiff gooseneck, you can attach it to a table or wheelchair
using a unique clamp. Your switch can be attached to the 3"
circular plate with dual-lock fastening strips (included). Special
locking swivel ball joint under the mounting plate allows for a
more precise switch angle adjustment. Size: 20¼"L. Weight:
2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

1550
1565

Gooseneck Mounting System
Gooseneck Mounting System with
Ball Joint

Price

$153.95
$164.95

Clip Clamp
Clip Clamps are oh so convenient and have so many uses!
Great for positioning items including Eye Talks, photos or icons
where they are easy to see, and easily mounts on wheelchair
trays, tabletops or bedrails. Comes with a 24” flexible tubing,
super clamp and hand clamp. Size: 27"H. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
NOTE: Eye-Talk not included.
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Item#

Description

Price

3706

Clip Clamp

$109.95

sensory
non-profit agency spotlight
Participants at Imagine Possibilities (a nonprofit in Aloha,
Oregon serving youth and adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities) enjoy spending time in the center’s
sensory room when they want to chill out. The brain child
of program director Karissa Justice, the center offers young
adults like Tanner a way to find balance and serenity during
their otherwise busy days.
Imagine Possibilities’ sensory room, designed and outfitted by Enabling Devices, includes a wide variety of equipment, toys and devices that encourage sensory integration. Among Tanner’s favorites are the sensory LED bubble
tubes, fiber optic lights, LED Light Illuminators, and Sensory
Wall Panels.

Tanner with Lindsey, a Direct Support Professional

#9228

#9223

#9239

#9226

LED Light Illuminators
Mesmerizing! Turn an ordinary room into a calming sensory space. These five
rechargeable LED Light Illuminators change color using all the colors in a rainbow in turn or just choose one color. Colors are highly saturated and vibrant.
Remote control allows you to change the color, brightness and speed of
the color change. Charge lasts up to 8 hours. Durable, waterproof construction.
The Cube can be used as a seat or table. Egg, Ball and Oro are lightweight and
can easily be picked up. #9239 has a dual purpose: seat or lighted sensory
play bin when top is removed. Remote uses one CR2025 battery (included).
Cube size: 16"L x 16"W x 16"H. Weight: 13 lbs.; Ellipsis size: 13"D. Weight: 3¼
lbs.; Genesis size: 9"D x 12"H. Weight: 2¼ lbs.; Oro size: 8"L x 12"W. Weight: 2
lbs.; Storage Cube size: 16"L x 16"W x 19½"H. Weight: 19 lbs. Block Jam size:
1size: 16"L x 16"W x 16"H. Weight: 13 lbs.
Item#

Description

9228
9223
9224
9226
9239
9238

Cube
Ellipsis Ball
Genesis Egg
Oro
Seating/Lighted Sensory Play Bin
New! Block Jam

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

#9238

#9224
Price

$160.95
$89.95
$89.95
$89.95
$195.95
$185.95
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sensory
fiber optics
Ultraviolet
Waterfall
Great for stimulating
both the visual and
tactile senses. Even
with regular light, the
colors intensely radiate.
A unique, cantilevered
mounting bracket allows
for secure fixing while
the arm can swing out
to a wide range of positions. Strips are made
of phthalate-free PVC.
No electricity required.
Size: 3½'W x 6½'H.
Weight: 9 lbs.
Item#

Description

3850

Ultraviolet Waterfall

Price

$679.95

Sensory Wall Cascade
Our fiber optic sensory cascade has beautiful and stimulating
LED illumination with complete color change. Now it’s even
easier to use with a full remote control, wall-mountable light
source, and a cantilevered multi-position mounting system.
Completely safe to the touch. Size: 3½'W x 6½'H. Requires AC
power.* Weight: 8 lbs.
Item#

Description

3851

Sensory Wall Cascade

Price

$1,359.95

Fiber Optic Sprays
These color changing sensory sprays provide an abundance of
multi-sensory benefits and are perfect for your sensory space.
The sprays are completely safe to touch and with the six
ever-changing colors, provide both a visual and tactile experience. Turn color wheel off for one static color or remove the
color wheel for white color. Kit includes a harness with 150
6-foot long polymer fibers, a light source and one plug, and
a six-segment color wheel. Illuminator size: 11"L x 6"W x 5"H.
Requires AC power.* Weight: 11bs.

Fiber Optic Curtain

Fabulous fiber optic
lighting with 100
strands in six different
colors. Under ultraviolet
black light, the strands
glow dramatically.
Even without UV light,
a twinkle effect wheel creates a beautiful sparkling effect. Kit
includes a harness with 100 6-foot long polymer fibers, a light
source and one plug, and a twinkle effect wheel. Illuminator
size: 11"L x 6"W x 5"H. Requires AC power.* Weight: 11 lbs.

Sixty-six colorful fibers cascade from points along the
entire length of a three foot
aluminum tube and create
a stunning curtain of light.
Completely safe to play
with, stand under or walk
through. Six ever-changing
colors provide either a
calming or mood elevating
effect. Turn color wheel
off for one static color or
remove the color wheel for
white color. The tube can
be easily mounted on a
wall or hung in a doorway. Kit includes a 3-foot
aluminum tube, harness
with 66 6-foot-long polymer fibers, a six-segment
color wheel, and mounting
brackets with installation
instructions. Size: 3'L x
6"H. Requires AC power.*
Weight: 12 lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

3965

UV Reactive Fiber Optic Sprays

$863.95

3955

Fiber Optic Curtain

Item#

Description

3954

Fiber Optic Sprays

Price

$863.95

UV Reactive
Fiber Optic
Sprays
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*NOTE: Our AC-powered items are designed for 120V electrical outlets.
Video demonstration online
Batteries required
Items may vary
Made in the USA

Price

$1,241.95

sensory
sensory tubes

#3392B

#3393
#3392

#3399

Remote Control Bubble Tube

Sensory LED Bubble Tubes

Bring on the bubbles with our remote control sensory tube
that enables users to change the bubbles’ colors, light patterns and speed from up to 15 feet away. A perfect focal point
for any sensory space, the bubble tube can provide stimulation or relaxation, improve visual development and perception,
color recognition and even communication skills. Size: 17"L x
17"W x 29"H. Uses AC Wall Transformer.* Weight: 10 lbs.

Color changing bubbles, moving fish and a gentle hum make
these Bubble Tubes an ideal sensory product that stimulates
the senses and creates a calming and relaxing atmosphere.
Ideal for people with autism, ADHD or other special needs. Remote control operation allows you to change colors and adjust
the bubble speed. 4 Foot Tube comes with a wall bracket for
stability. Bracket for Aquarium or 6 Foot Tube sold separately.
Requires AC Transformer (included).* Size: 4 Foot Tube size:
5"D x 4'H. Aquarium: 4"D x 40"H; 6 Foot Tube: 6"D x 6'H.
Weight: 4 Foot Tube: 5 lbs.; 6 Foot Tube: 7½ lbs.

Item#

Description

2229

Remote Control Bubble Tube

Price

$647.95

Item#

Description

3392
3392B
3393
3399

6 Foot Tube
Bracket for Aquarium or 6-Foot Tube
4 Foot Tube
New! Bubble Tube Aquarium (4 ft)

Price

$675.95
$32.95
$245.95
$225.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Interactive Musical Bubble Tube
Make “sensory tubing” a group experience with an interactive
tube that accommodates up to four users at once. When users
press the colored buttons at the tube’s base, its colors change
to match the colors on the buttons and one of six soothing
songs will play. A wonderful tool for providing multi-sensory
feedback, encouraging visual attention and enhancing relaxation. The tube features adjustable bubble speed, four jack
inputs for external switches and four different time modes—15
seconds, 1 minute, 3 minutes or continuous. Size: 18"L x
18"W x 30"H. Requires AC Transformer (included).* Weight:
23 lbs.

Tabletop Frosted Tube

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

2291

Interactive Musical Bubble Tube

$1,079.95

3391

Tabletop Frosted Tube

Enjoy a calming visual and auditory experience with this
versatile sensory tube. Press and hold your switch and watch
red, blue and green lights illuminate the tube as soothing
music plays. Remove the tube’s top and lights spin creating
a colorful projection on the ceiling. Equipped with an on/off
switch and volume control. Great for teaching cause and
effect! Size: 9"L x 9"W x 16"H. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight:
3 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

*NOTE: Our AC-powered items are designed for 120V electrical outlets.

Price

$215.95
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sensory
sensory wall panels

mix and match - 9 choices!

Infinity Mirror

Moving Marbles

#2268 $300.95

#2295 $354.95

Pass your hand in front of this mesmerizing wall panel and it will reflect
a never-ending tunnel of multicolored LEDs and play soothing piano
music. Activates for 15 seconds and
requires some low room light. Size:
13"L x 15"W x 3¾"H. Requires 4 C
Batteries. Weight: 6 lbs.

Translucent marbles move when
touched and the panel lights up
when the plate is pressed. A cool,
tactile experience. Size: 13½"L x
15¼"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 5½ lbs.

Musical Fireworks

Lighted Fan*

#2262W $268.95
Lights flash and music and sounds
play when dome is pressed. Plays a
celebration tune and sound of fireworks. Size: 13½"L x 15"W x 7½"H.
Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 4½
lbs.

#2261W $322.95
Press the dome on this sensory wall
panel and enjoy a gentle breeze and
multi-colored light show. Size: 13½"L
x 15"W x 6½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs.

Kaleidoscope Wall Panel
#3280 $264.95

UV Light
#3605 $219.95
Black light LED’s create dramatic color against the UV reflective strands.
Strands have great textures while
mirror adds dramatic visual effects.
Size: 15"L x 13"W x 2½"H. Requires
4 C Batteries. Weight: 3¾ lbs.

Color your world, soothe your soul with a
motion-sensor activated wall panel that
reflects a dazzling kaleidoscope of multicolored lights accompanied by soft music.
Just wave your hand in front of the panel to
enjoy the sound and spectacle. Music plays
for 20 seconds per activation. Encourages
exploration and directed reach. Size: 18"L
x 16"W x 4½"H. Requires 6 C Batteries.
Weight: 4¼ lbs.

NOTE: This item is larger than the other wall panels on this
page.
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PLEASE NOTE: Mounting hardware not included. *WARNING: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.

sensory
sensory wall panels

mix and match - 9 choices!

Touch Light Blue

Touch Light Pink

#3113B $322.95

#3113P $322.95

Press the textured plate and the
panel lights up while music plays.
Six different songs that play for 20
seconds each. On/off vibration.
Size: 13½"L x 15"W x 7½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 4¼
lbs.

Press the textured plate and the
panel lights up while music plays.
Six different songs that play for 20
seconds each. On/off vibration. Size:
13½"L x 15¼"W x 3½"H. Requires 4
C Batteries each. Weight: 4¼ lbs.

Touch Light Orange
#3113O $322.95
Press the textured plate and the
panel lights up while music plays.
Six different songs that play for 20
seconds each. On/off vibration. Size:
13½"L x 15¼"W x 3½"H. Requires 4
C Batteries each. Weight: 4¼ lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Mounting hardware not included.

great feature!

Pulse Locator!

Our three Touch Light panels on this page now have a pulsing light setting
to attract users to interact with the panels.
Track System for Sensory Panels
Specially designed for our sensory wall panels, this simpleto-use system contains two tracks for mounting up to three
panels. Mount both tracks on the wall and slip in one to three
panels. Allows for quick and easy repositioning. Size: 45½"L x
1"H x ½"W. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
NOTE: Panel not included.

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Item#

Description

3116

Track System for Sensory Panels

Price

$142.95
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Activity Wall Panels
Illuminated Gel Board
Enjoy a satisfying sensory experience with this multi-faceted
gel board. Includes four colorful soft and squishy pads containing multi-colored stars. Press gently on the pads to see
stars move and pads light up. A bead chain and mirror provide
additional tactile and visual stimulation. Mount board to the
wall with enclosed hardware, or use on a tabletop. Size:16½"L
x 13½"W x 2"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs.
Item#

Description

3610

Illuminated Gel Board

Price

$197.95

These solid wooden wall panels are a fun and engaging element of any play room, classroom, or therapy center. Choose
from three lively animals or get all three! The Frog features an
abacus with five rows of 10 brightly colored beads, ideal for
building motor skills, counting and learning colors. The Horse
has three different activities: moving beads on a wire maze, a
launch lever, and a four-cog system for developing hand-eye
coordination and motor skills. The Zebra features eight geometric shapes and colored, circular cut-outs that fit neatly over
them to teach shapes and colors and to improve motor skills.
All three come with pre-drilled fixing holes and screws. Frog
size: 21¾”L x 14¼ “W x 1¾”H. Horse size: 22¼ “L x 14¾
“W x 2″H. Zebra size: 22¼”L x 14¾”W x 1½ “H. Weight: 7
lbs.
Item#

Description

3611
3612
3613
3614

Frog
Horse
Zebra
(Set of 3)

Price

$68.95
$68.95
$68.95
$186.95

mirrors
#3952

Bubble Mirrors

#3953

Like a trip through the funhouse, these acrylic bubble-shaped
mirrors create entrancing optical illusions. Available with three
large bubbles (which can be hung horizontally or vertically)
or 9 small bubbles. Mirror edges are smooth. 3 Bubble size:
32"L x 11"W. Weight: 4 lbs.; 9 Bubble size: 18¼"L x 18¼"W.
Weight: 4 lbs.
Item#

Description

3952
3953

3 Bubble Mirror
9 Bubble Mirror
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Price

$155.95
$177.95

Batteries required

Shatter Resistant Mirror
Reinforce visual perception, enhance self-image and encourage exploration with our super-safe shatterproof mirror.
Attaches to the wall with (included) plastic mirror corners
and sides. Size: 48"L x 24"W x ¼"H. Weight: 8 lbs.
Item#

Description

3817

Shatter Resistant Mirror

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$120.95

sensory
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Charley Chameleon
This cute little guy is a great addition to your sensory space.
With one press of a switch, Charley plays sounds of the rain
forest as his lights gradually transition between colors; press
twice and hear tropical tunes while lights dance from one
color to the next; press three times for a silent light show; a
fourth press turns Charley off. Also available in an unadapted
version. Size: 14" x 9"W x 7"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

4057
4057U

Charley Chameleon
Charley Chameleon (Unadapted)

Shelly Seahorse
Soothing to the senses! Activate your capability switch and
Shelly Seahorse plays uplifting calypso music while her belly
glows with ever-changing colors. Size: 4"L x 3"W x 12"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

4084

Shelly Seahorse

Price

$54.95

Price

$74.95
$39.95

Tranquil Turtle
Evoking a magical underwater effect, this fuzzy friend is a
calming influence on everyone he meets! His aquamarine
color, wave-like motions and soothing sounds simulate the
peaceful mood inspired by an ocean breeze. Adjustable
settings for brightness, movement and volume provide the opportunity for an individualized sensory experience. Size: 12"L x
7½"W x 4"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

4083

Tranquil Turtle

Price

$58.95

#4091

LumiPets

#4092

#4093

Super-cute color changing lamps for your sensory room. Nine
vibrant colors slowly change on this portable light. Comes
with remote for timer and brightness control. Also has tap-on
control for color and mode changing. Comes with USB charger.
Unadapted. Owl size: 5"L x 5"W x 6"H; Bunny size: 5"L x 5"W x
7½"H; Unicorn size: 4"L x 4"W x 6½"H. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

4091
4092
4093
4094

Owl
Bunny
Unicorn
(Set of 3)

Price

$36.95
$36.95
$36.95
$98.95

Sound Soother
Sound machine, night light, white noise maker, and projector all in one! This sweet unicorn plays 10 sounds and songs
including ocean waves and rainforest sounds perfect for calming and comforting with colorful lights. Night light projects a
starry night sky onto any wall or ceiling. Volume and brightness
can be adjusted. Comes with USB charger. Size: 6"L x 6"W x
9½"H. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

4120

Unicorn

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Go Anywhere Light Show
Whether you hang it from the ceiling or place it on the floor,
shelf or table, this portable light bearing device creates seven
multi-colored light shows to provide a fabulous experience that
increases visual attention. Size: 9½"L x 6"W x 6"H. Requires 3
AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Price

Item#

Description

$40.95

3331

Go Anywhere Light Show

Price

$45.95
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#2207A

#2207

Aura LED Projector

#2207C

The Aura LED Projector is calming, soothing and relaxing.
Projector has Wi-Fi connectivity with a free app for iOS and Android, a dimmer function and timer capabilities. Can be used
on tabletops or wall mounted (mounting fixtures included).
Comes with one lighting effect wheel. Additional wheels are
sold separately (see below). Size: 8½"D x 7¾"W x 8"H. Requires AC adapter (included).* Weight: 2 lbs.

#2206

Soft colored lights swirl around the room with this spinning
disco ball. Red, green, blue, orange, yellow and pink orbs
will gently light your sensory space. Great for visual tracking
and increasing visual attention, this device comes with an AC
power cord.* Size: 7"L x 7"W x 10"H. Weight: 2 lbs.
WARNING: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Description

9340

Disco Ball

Description

2206
2207A
2207
2207C

Aura LED Projector (Unadapted)
Extra Projector Wheel (Animals)
Extra Projector Wheel (Fish)
Extra Projector Wheel (Gears)

Price

$322.95
$91.95
$91.95
$91.95

Laser Star

Disco Ball

Item#

Item#

Price

We’re betting you never saw a light show like this one! The
dynamic Laser Star projects images of thousands of moving
stars, an occasional falling star and optional cloud formations.
Wonderful for increasing visual attention. Size: 9½"L x 8½"W x
11½"H. Requires AC Transformer (included).* Weight: 3½ lbs.
Item#

Description

Price

2273

Laser Star (Unadapted)

$219.95

$35.95

improved!

Sensory Projector
Turn any room into a sanctuary with this illuminating device
that reflects soothing red, blue and green lights across ceilings
and walls. Projector has an on/off switch, uses an AC adapter
(included)* and can be angled to 180 degrees. Mount it to a
wall with enclosed hardware, or place it on a floor or tabletop.
Size: 10"L x 9"W x 5½"H. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

3390

Sensory Projector

Rope Lights
Using these LED rope lights in your sensory space provide an
extraordinary visual experience. Flexible materials allow you
to mount anywhere. Bright, steady light brightens any space.
Size: 12'L. Requires AC power.* Weight: 2 lbs.

Price

Item#

Description

$219.95

9038

Rope Lights (Red)

Price

*NOTE: Our AC-powered items are designed for 120V electrical outlets.
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Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

$43.95
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Wrap Around Massager

Tubular Vibrator

Our flexible 2-speed tube massager provides vibro tactile
feedback whenever and wherever it’s needed. Wrap it around
any part of the body and a convenient hook closure holds it in
place. Available in switch adapted or unadapted versions. Size:
49"L x 1¾"W. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

Feels fabulous! Our flexible 2-speed vibrator can be wrapped
around almost any body part to provide soothing and energizing vibrotactile feedback. Available in switch adapted and
unadapted versions. Size: 30½"L x 3"D. Both versions require
4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

1163A
1163

Wrap Around Massager
Wrap Around Massager (Unadapted)

1151
1151A

Tubular Vibrator
Tubular Vibrator (Unadapted)

Price

$83.95
$67.95

Price

$78.95
$61.95

Vibrating Pillow
Our Vibrating Pillow is an all-time bestseller. The pillow springs into action
when activated by an external
capability switch. The soothing
vibration is great for stimulating
tactile awareness and for relieving
stress. Size: 14"L x 9½"W x 3½"H. Both versions require 2 D
Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
NOTE: Pillow color may vary.
Item#

Description

460
460-A

Vibrating Pillow
Vibrating Pillow (Unadapted)

Price

$67.95
$41.95

Red Octagon Vibrating Pillow
Hug it, sit on it or lean against it to experience a soothing
sensation like no other. Made of wipeable vinyl. Size: 9½"D x
3"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

9064

Red Octagon Vibrating Pillow

Price

$43.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Sound Pillow
Bet you’ve never slept this soundly before! We’ve switch
adapted this vibrating pillow that gives slumbering users
sound choices of music, water, white noise and a heartbeat.
Simply remove the sound machine from the pillow’s interior,
choose the preferred sound and attach the switch. Pillow can
be turned on and off and has two vibration speeds. Covered
with a soft corduroy fabric. Pillow Size: 14"L x 9½"W x 3½"H.
Pillow requires 2 D Batteries; Sound machine requires 3 AAA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

3140

Sound Pillow

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Vibrating Sensory Pod
Somatosensory feedback is in the palm of your hand with
this soft, vibrating pillow. Sensational for teaching cause and
effect, developing grasping and supination skills, the sensory
pod vibrates when users turn their wrists. Size: 3"D x 2"H.
Requires 1 N Battery. Weight: 5 oz.
NOTE: Pillow color may vary.

Price

Item#

Description

$76.95

1169

Vibrating Sensory Pod

Price

$71.95
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#3831

#3830

#3834

#402

Somatosensory Tubes
Perfect for developing grasping skills, localizing sound
and teaching cause and effect. Simply pick up the tube
(#3035), hold it in a vertical position and it instantly
rewards you with glowing lights and soothing vibrations. Our
version (#402) adds music. Both use reliable solid-state
technology. Size: 12"L x 2½"D. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: ¾ lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Twiddles

Item#
Whatever the sensory need, our soft, cuddly Twiddles can help.
Decorated with a variety of materials such as a soft-plastic ball,
402
wooden beads, ribbons and a Velcro pull patch, Twiddles provide
calm and comfort and mental and physical stimulation. The Twid- 3035
dle Pup contains a crackle pouch while the Classic is designed
with a marble pouch and soft fringe. Nathan features removable
fidgets enabling a variety of experiences. Seeking additional
stimulation? Two Twiddles are also available in a vibrating version.
Machine washable and dryer friendly. Pup size: 12"L x 7"W x 4"H.
Classic size: 9"L x 6½"W x 4"H. Weight: ½ lb. Nathan size: 10"L x
9"W x 7"H. Weight: ¾ lb. Versions with vibration require 1 N Cell
Battery & 1 E90 Battery (included).
NOTE: Non-returnable due to sanitary reasons.
Item#

Description

Price

3830
3831
3834
3832
3833

Pup
Classic
Nathan
Pup with Vibration
Classic with Vibration

$65.95
$65.95
$72.95
$109.95
$109.95

#9319

Description

Price

Lights, Vibration and Music
Somatosensory Tube
Light & Vibration
Somatosensory Tube

$118.95
$109.95

Sensory Reflective Color Burst Balls

These iridescent balls are a wondrous addition to your sensory
space. Smooth and lightweight, the shimmering colors invite
engagement. The colors change as the balls are manipulated,
encouraging interaction and creating fascination with the “fisheye” distortion in the reflections. Great for solo or cooperative play. The balls are made of durable and easily cleaned
stainless steel and range from 2½" to 6" in diameter. Weight:
1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

9234

Sensory Reflective
Reflective Color Burst Balls

Price

$58.95

#9300

Rainbow Button Stacker

Seven wooden stones in graduated sizes stack in rainbow
color order! Each smooth button-shaped piece has a flatGive a hug and these soft, cuddly animals will gently vibrate, pro- tened midpoint that allows each piece to balance on the
viding somatosensory stimulation and relaxation. These vibrating next. Stained with non-toxic paint, these stackers are safe for
animals will be friends for life. Size: 20"L. Requires 2 AA Batterall ages. More challenging than a stacker with a dowel, the
ies. Weight: ¾ lb.
Rainbow Button Stacker helps develop fine motor skills while
Item#
Description
Price teaching colors and size discrimination. Stones range from 2"
9319
Vibrating Rabbit
$85.95 to 5½" in diameter. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Description
Price
9300
Vibrating Seal
$85.95 Item#
9235
Rainbow Button Stacker
$69.95

Vibrating Animals
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Items may vary

Made in the USA
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Gel Pad Activity Center

Fish Play Mat
Our large, soft gel mat contains six different colorful fish. Push,
poke and prod the sparkly blue gel and fish for a wonderful
tactile experience. Mat can be used on the floor or tabletop.
Size: 2'L x 2'W. Weight: 10 lbs.
Item#

Description

3152

Fish Play Mat

Price

$118.95

Three different gel pad switches make this activity center especially appealing. Press the green switch to make a fan blow
and music play; a red switch has a spinning light and music;
the yellow switch vibrates while colorful glitter whirls around a
dome and music plays. Provides terrific auditory, tactile and
visual stimulation. Size: 23½"L x 14"W x 6"H. Requires 4 C & 3
AA Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs.
NOTE: Color and music may vary.
Item#

Description

3951

Gel Pad Activity Center

Price

$408.95

Laptop Fish Mat

Textured Marble Fidget Board

Take a trip into the sea with our ocean-themed sensory gel
pad. Ideal for young and old alike, users will have a swimmingly great time moving four colorful fish across the ocean floor
while experiencing tactile and visual sensory fun. Mat is illustrated with an attractive deep sea background that includes a
scuba diver, treasure chest and shipwreck. Size: 19"L x 12"W x
½"H. Weight: 3½ lbs.

Who isn’t attracted to the cool, smooth texture and colorful,
visual appeal of marbles that move when you touch them?
This unique, mirrored fidget board offers tactile and visual
treats while also helping users to feel calm, focused and selfregulated. Size:11½"L x 11½"W x 1¼"H. Weight: 2¾ lbs.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

3159

Laptop Fish Mat

4394

Textured Marble Fidget Board

Price

$69.95

Price

$175.95

Cosmic Liquid Tiles

Sensational Tubes
Each of these five attention-grabbing tubes contains an assortment of items that differ in weight, color, shape and sound
production. A fun, yet therapeutic means to improve grip
strength and visual attention and promote tracking skills. Size:
12"L x 1¾"W. Weight: ½ lb each.
Item#

Description

8089

Sensational Tubes (Set of 5)

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$54.95

Amazing liquid floor tiles come in four bright colors that move
with every step, jump, dance or hop. The bold contrasting and
changing color patterns are great for stimulating sensory and
perceptual development. Tiles are super durable, leak-proof,
with non-toxic cosmetic liquid and anti-slip backing. A great
addition to your sensory space. Size: 19½"L x 19½"W x ½"H.
Weight: 3 lbs.
Item#

Description

3852B
3852O
3852G
3852P
3853

Blue
Orange
Green
Purple
(Set of 4)

Price

$47.95
$47.95
$47.95
$47.95
$179.95
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#1445

#1446

Beanless Bag Chair

Ball Chairs
Great for anyone who has trouble sitting still, focusing or paying attention, these specially designed chairs also improve
balance and posture. Locking casters keep the ball chair in
place and its high back rest provides unparalleled comfort
and support. Small size: 19"L x 19"W x 23"H. Weight: 8¼ lbs.
Weight limit: 175 lbs. Large size: 22"L x 21"W x 31"H. Weight:
13 lbs. Weight limit: 300 lbs.
Item#

Description

1445
1446

Ball Chair (Small)
Ball Chair (Large)

Furnish your sensory space with this contoured, comfortable
and supportive inflatable chair. Waterproof construction,
flocked top and sides and a 15-gauge vinyl bottom ensure durability. What’s more, our Beanless Bag Chair can be deflated
and folded for easy storage! Inflated size: 41"L x 42"W x 27"H.
Weight: 5¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

Price

1028

Beanless Bag Chair

$54.95

Price

$98.95
$120.95

Cozy Floor Pillows
Create cozy spaces anywhere in your sensory room with these
extra-large brightly colored pillows. Pillows have a silky polyester outer cover that is both comfy and wrinkle-resistant. Zips
right off for machine washing. Size: 27"L x 27"W x 8"H. Weight:
4½ lbs.
#3849

Item#

Description

3723R
3723Y
3723G
3723B
3824

Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Set of 4

Price

$89.95
$89.95
$89.95
$89.95
$325.95

#3849M

Pea Pods
Pea Pods provide a cocoon-like feel providing calm and deep
pressure. Durable yet comfortable, they are made of
inflatable heavy-gauge vinyl and covered with a soft, velvety
surface. Surface washable. Small fits most pre-K, kindergarten
and first-grade students. Medium fits most second and third
grade students. Do not jump in or on the Pea Pod and keep
sharp objects away. Small size: 48"L x 29"W x 20"H. Medium
size: 60"L x 29"W x 20"H. Weight: 4 lbs.
Item#

Description

3849
3849M

Pea Pod (Small)
Pea Pod (Medium)
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Price

$98.95
$139.95
Batteries required

Round Cushions
Create a comfortable place to sit in your sensory room with
these colorful cushions. The 2" thick soft foam cushions
feature a durable wipe-clean cover and carrying handle. Set
includes four colors: red, blue, yellow and green. Size: 15"L x
15"W x 2½"H. Weight: 1 lb. each.
Item#

Description

3719

Round Cushions (Set of 4)

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$99.95

sensory
cushions/soft play

Crash Pad
Fluorescent Black Light Carpet
Your floors will come alive with the fluorescent black light
glow-in-the-dark carpet. It displays the brightest neon colors
and designs while providing a sense of calmness. It will look
fantastic in your multisensory area. Size: 6'L x 6'W. Weight:
15 lbs.

Sturdy enough for jumping yet soft enough for sitting and relaxing, this foam filled pad is a must for any sensory room, gym,
home, or classroom nook. A durable nylon cover that wipes
clean is sold separately. Size: 5'L x 5'W. Weight: 35 lbs. Crash
Pad Cover Size: 5' x 5'. Weight: 1½ lbs.
NOTE: Item non-returnable once opened.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

3946

Fluorescent Black Light Carpet

3139
3139X

Crash Pad
Crash Pad Cover

Price

$322.95

Enabling Devices offers
free sensory space design
services. See our website at
enablingdevices.com/sensory-room-quote/

Price

$229.95
$65.95

vestibular/gross motor

Plastic Swing
Soft, portable and hygienic, this padded mat is the perfect
surface for exploration, play and practicing new skills. Size:
60"L x 48"W x 1"H. Weight: 1 lb.

Our sturdy plastic swing seat comes with a safety harness
and crotch strap, standard for proper positioning. Adjustable
suspension mechanism with heavy rope fits any frame up to
ten feet. Weight capacity is 150 lbs. Seat size: 30"H x 12"W x
14"D. Weight: 8 lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

3975

Activity Mat

$131.95

2190

Plastic Swing (Medium)

Activity Mat

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$229.95
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#3941

Weighted Blankets

Weighted Puppy

Cozy and comforting, our weighted blankets enhance sensory
integration, improve concentration and attention. Filled with
non-toxic pellets and hand washable. Box stitching keeps pellets in place so weight is evenly distributed. Medium size: 28"L
x 20"W. Weight: 5 lbs.; Large size: 56"L x 42"W. Weight: 7 lbs.

A therapy dog that never needs to be walked! Just wrap this
soft weighted pup around your neck and shoulders to experience calming pressure that helps with self-regulation, attention and concentration. Microwavable and freezable for use as
a hot or cold pack. Size: 19"L x 4"W. Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

3941
3990

Weighted Blanket (Medium)
Weighted Blanket (Large)

$87.95
$140.95

3937

Weighted Puppy

Zoo Weighted Blanket

Price

$52.95

Gel Lap Pad

Experience the comforting effects of this weighted blanket. Its
colorful zoo animals will be every child’s favorite. Helps with
sensory disorders such as Asperger's and Autism. Can also
help with anxiety, sleeping, relaxing, and focus. Size: 27"L x
18"W x ¼"H. Weight: 5 lbs.

Great for classroom use, this multipurpose pad, full of squishy,
colorful sparkling gel, is a treat for the eyes, fingers and regulatory system. Improves user’s focus, concentration and ability
to self-soothe. Wipes clean. Size: 10"L x 18"W. Weight: 5 lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

3992

Zoo Weighted Blanket

$87.95

3142

Gel Lap Pad

Price

$47.95

Weighted Kit
Weighted products such as the five in this kit, provide sensory
input that helps students with sensory processing disorders
improve their attention and concentration. Buy the whole
set and let all of your students reap the benefits of weighted
products. Kit Includes: Lap Gel Pad; Puppy Hugs; Tactile Bean
Bags; Weighted Blanket (Medium). Kit weight: 13 lbs.
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Item#

Description

7024

Weighted Kit

Items may vary

Price

$219.95

Made in the USA

sensory
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A
B
C

#2273

Sensory Bundle
Outfit your space with these popular multisensory devices.
Includes the bestselling Fiber Optic Sensory Light that projects
changing red, green, blue and purple lights, the Go Anywhere
Light Show* which illuminates up the room with seven colorchanging light shows, and the Somatosensory Tube which
produces glowing lights and soothing vibrations.
Weight: 4 lbs.
A 3331 Go Anywhere Light Show
B 3199 Fiber Optic Sensory Light
C 402
Somatosensory Tube
*NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Item#

Description

4115

Sensory Bundle

Price

$208.95
B

A

D
E

K
F
I

G

#4092

#3139

Star Gazer Bundle
Just three unique products create a wonderful sensory space
for your center or home. Our Crash Pad (#3139) provides a
large, soft, comfortable space for lounging. The Laser Star
(#2273) projects thousands of moving stars, shooting stars
and cloud formations that fill an entire room. Our LumiPet
(Unadapted) (#4092) color changing lamp, has nine vibrant
colors that change slowly. Simple to install, this Bundle helps
you to quickly create a soothing, calming sensory space.
Weight: 40 lbs.
NOTE: Crash Pad non-returnable once opened.
Item#

Description

1381

Star Gazer Bundle

Price

$431.95

H
J

oral motor

C

Sensory Exploration Tent
We have filled this tent with items to stimulate every sense providing a calming, private place for a child to relax and explore.
This sturdy tent has two openings and an easy-view screen at
the top for checking on your child. Weight: 18 lbs. Tent Size:
48"L x 48"W x 42"H.
A
Tent
B 1464 Learning Lamp
C
Foam Floor Mat
D 4120 Sound Soother Unicorn
E 3142 Gel Lap Pad
F 3331 Go Anywhere Light Show*
G
Wood Fidget Puzzle
H
Tangle
I 1151 Tubular Vibrator
J 3941 Weighted Blanket (Medium)
K 4057U Charley Chameleon
*NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Item#

Description

1362

Sensory Exploration Tent

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$408.95

#3071H

#3071M

#3071

Oral Motor Chew Sets*
Designed for individuals who crave oral stimulation as well as
those with oral motor difficulties, our chew sets give sensory
input to lips, mouth and jaw and help with lip closure, breath
control and muscle tone. Choose between soft, medium and
hard chews. Weight ½ lb.
NOTE: Non-returnable due to sanitary reasons. Use under
supervision of a therapist.
Item#

Description

3071
3071M
3071H

Soft Chews (Set of 2)
Medium Chews (Set of 2)
Hard Chews (Set of 2)

Price

$34.95
$37.95
$39.95
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switches
non-profit organization spotlight
The Center for Discovery in Harris, New York, is an internationally recognized, nonprofit organization for students
and adults with complex developmental disabilities and
medical frailties. Offering residential, medical, clinical,
and special education programs to over 1,200 individuals annually, The Center nurtures the strengths and talents of everyone they serve. “From recreation to farming to the classroom, we integrate adapted devices so
everyone can participate,” says Jason Kean, Director of
Innovation for TCFD.
“Certain products, like Enabling Devices’ switch-adapted
scissors, (#9080, page 86) have been program staples
for years. Clients use them to create mosaics, collages,
and—most recently—a whimsical, faux stained-glass window in TCFD’s production of ‘Beauty and The Beast,’”
Kean says. “When innovative programming is supported
by assistive technology, people can access life-changing
experiences.”

Gumball Switches
Mini-Gumball Switches
A smaller version of our best-selling Gumball Switches, the
“minis” share the same incomparable tactile and auditory
feedback, versatility and durability as their big siblings, but
their smaller size means they can be mounted almost anywhere. Their bases have three holes for easy mounting and a
removable mounting plate. Size: 2" Base x ½"H. Weight: 1 oz.
Item#

Description

783R
783B
783G
783Y
783P
7802

Mini-Gumball Switch (Red)
Mini-Gumball Switch (Blue)
Mini-Gumball Switch (Green)
Mini-Gumball Switch (Yellow)
Mini-Gumball Switch (Purple)
Mini-Gumball Switches (Set of 5)
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Price

$53.95
$53.95
$53.95
$53.95
$53.95
$242.95

Batteries required

Recognized for their high quality
and dependability, these bestselling switches feature a 2½”
activation surface. Provides
extraordinary tactile and audible
feedback. Removable base has three holes for easy mounting.
Comes with two plastic covers – one with a lip, one without.
Size: 3¼"Base x ¾"H. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

782R
782B
782G
782Y
782P
7801
3821

Gumball Switch (Red)
Gumball Switch (Blue)
Gumball Switch (Green)
Gumball Switch (Yellow)
Gumball Switch (Purple)
Gumball Switches (Set of 5)
Textured Tops for Gumball (Set of 4)

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$55.95
$55.95
$55.95
$55.95
$55.95
$251.95
$32.95

switches
#768

#791

Jumbo Switches
Available in a range of bright colors, our super-improved
Jumbo Switches have large surface areas that are perfect for
people with limited target ability. Comes with two free plastic
covers—one with a lip and one without—and a removable
mounting plate. Size: 5"D x 1"H. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

787R
787Y
787B
787G
787P
789

Jumbo Switch (Red)
Jumbo Switch (Yellow)
Jumbo Switch (Blue)
Jumbo Switch (Green)
Jumbo Switch (Purple)
Jumbo Switches (Set of 5)

Price

$63.95
$63.95
$63.95
$63.95
$63.95
$287.95

Jumbo Switches with Feedback
Ideal for those with visual impairment or with limited motor control, these Jumbos also provide sensory stimulation.
Choose between our vibrating Jumbo or the Jumbo that
vibrates, lights up and plays music! #791 includes two free
clear covers – one with a lip and one without. Size: 5"D x ½"H.
Requires 2 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

768

Jumbo Switch with Lights, Music &
Vibration (Green)
Jumbo Switch with Vibration (Yellow)

791

Price

$98.95
$69.95

On/Off Jumbo Switch
Our bright yellow Jumbo Switch is easy to use and just right
for people unable to sustain hand pressure over time. Simply
press the switch once to turn on your device, and press it
again to turn it off. Comes with a free plastic cover. Size: 5"D x
1"H. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

7805

On/Off Jumbo Switch (Yellow)

Price

$67.95

Saucer Switch
This handy switch is specially designed for individuals who
are unable to control or sustain the hand or wrist movements
necessary to operate traditional plate switches. The Saucer
Switch is activated with just a light touch. Saucer switch size:
7"Diameter x 1"H. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

718

Jumbo Switch with Latch Timer
Our popular Jumbo Switch is easily accessed by people with
uncontrolled movements or tremors thanks to the addition of
a latch timer. Hold down the switch for your chosen amount
of time between 1-15 seconds before an attached device is
turned on. Comes with a removable mounting plate and two
free clear icon covers, one with a lip and one without. Size:
5"D x ½"H. Requires 1 9-Volt Battery. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

792

Jumbo Switch with Timer (Red)

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$87.95

Description

Saucer Switch

Price

$65.95

Textured Tops for Gumball Switches
Designed to snap onto our Gumball switches, each of these
textured tops provide a different somatosensory experience.
Includes large bumps, small bumps, thin lines and a circular
pattern. These tops also fit our Talkable Communicators (p.
15). Size: 2½"D x ½"H. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

3821

Textured Tops for Gumball Switches
(Set of 4)

Price

$32.95
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#1063
#1068

#1061

The Twitch Switch

#1061S

An amazing technological triumph, this switch can be activated by a movement as subtle as the wrinkling of a forehead. Users can increase or decrease the amount of muscle
movement needed to activate the switch and can choose from
three operation modes— on/off, momentary and timed. Extra
sensors sold separately. Requires 1 9-V Battery. Weight: ½ lb.
NOTE: Non-returnable for sanitary reasons.
Item#

Description

1061
1061S
1068

The Twitch Switch
Twitch Switch Sensors (Set of 3)
Round Disk Sensors (Set of 3)

Price

Wobble Switches

#1070
A popular choice for users who lack the
upper extremity control necessary for other types of switches,
wobbles can be activated by any gross motor movement that
swipes its lever. Base size: 7"L x 7"W x 7"H. Weight: ½ lb.
Gooseneck switch weight: 2¼ lbs.
NOTE: Color may vary.
Item#

Description

1070
1063

Wobble Switch on Base
Wobble Switch w/19" Gooseneck
and Clamp

$131.95
$72.95
$21.95

Price

$91.95
$162.95

Head Switch

Eye Blink Switch
Control communicators, switch-enabled computers or toys with
the blink of an eye using this sensor-controlled switch. Choose
momentary, timed (1-120 seconds), or on/off output; set internal circuitry to activate with one or two eye blinks. Conveniently
mounts to most eyeglass frames or head bands. Heat shrink
tubing included separately for use in mounting if desired.
Eyeglasses not included. Size: 4½"L x 2½"W x 1"H. Requires 1
9-V Battery. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

9008

Eye Blink Switch

Ideal for the user who isn’t able to activate a switch manually,
this mountable switch can be activated with very light pressure and is also maneuverable with pressure from the knee,
elbow or another body part. Includes our heavy duty ball joint
(#1010). Attaches easily to our switch mounting systems,
sold separately (#1550, #1557 & #1631. See pgs. 31-32).
Size: 3¾"L. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

705

Head Switch

Price

$76.95

Price

$164.95

Tilt Switch
Perfect for users who aren’t able
to activate a switch manually, this
gravity-sensitive switch has a Velcro
strap that attaches to a head, arm
or leg and is activated when the
user tilts that body part. Extremely
versatile, this switch can be adjusted for tilt sensitivity and is also a
great tool for posture training. Size:
3"L x 2"W x 1"H. Weight: 2 oz.
NOTE: Non-returnable for sanitary reasons.
Item#

Description

990

Tilt Switch
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Easy Flex Dual Ultimate Switch
Two Ultimate switches, one mount! Easily activate two devices
– access has never been more convenient. The flexible tubing
can be positioned to meet the needs of most users, while
the Super Clamp mounts securely to any wheelchair, table or
bedrail. Arm sizes: 25"L x ¾"D. Weight: 2½ lbs.
Price

Item#

Description

$47.95

8209

Easy Flex Dual Ultimate Switch

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$318.95

switches

Wireless
Ultimate Switch
This cordless switch transmits
20 feet through the air by radio
waves. Comes complete with
19" gooseneck, universal clamp,
transmitter and receiver. Requires 1 12-V and 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¾ lbs.
NOTE: Only one wireless switch can be used in a room.
Item#

Description

2700

Wireless Ultimate Switch

#1671
#986

Price

$219.95

Ultimate Switches
Designed for use by even the
most profoundly physically or
neurologically challenged individuals,
our #1 best-selling switch is superversatile, multifunctional, durable
enough to withstand heavy use, yet
sensitive enough to respond to even the
slightest touch. This truly is the ultimate in
switch technology! Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Petite Pillow Switches
Soft and pliable, encased in foam, and covered with a removable, washable bag, this unique switch makes a great choice
for users with limited head and limb movements. Pillow size:
3"D x 2"H. Weight: 3 oz.
Item#

Description

831
831-R

Petite Pillow Switch (Solid Green)
Petite Pillow Switch (Red)

Description

Gumball Switch on Easy
Flex Mount

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Ultimate Switch with 19" Gooseneck
and Clamp
Ultimate Switch Only (without
gooseneck or clamp)
Ultimate Switch w/12" Gooseneck
and Clamp

986
1552

Price

$179.95
$89.95
$169.95

$65.95
$65.95

Pillow Switch on Easy Flex Mount

Activate devices in comfort with our newly designed Mount
with Pillow Switch. Just clamp the mount to any surface and
position the Pillow Switch to accommodate the user’s needs or
preferences. Size: 20"L. Weight: 1 lb.

We’ve added our popular Gumball switch to our Easy
Flex Mount. Bend the flexible arm and position the switch
anywhere. Easily clamps to any wheelchair, tray, tabletop,
highchair or stroller. Size: 20"L. Weight: 1 lb.
1015

Description

1671

Price

Gumball Switch on Easy Flex Mount

Item#

Item#

#1552

Price

Item#

Description

$99.95

1014

Pillow Switch on Easy Flex Mount

Price

$109.95
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#683

Senso Dot Switches
Our tactile and visually
stimulating switch provides
a wonderful somatosensory
experience when activating
any toy or device. The slightest push on any part of the
dome will activate a device while providing a soft vibration. The
colorful tops can easily be turned round and round. Size: 6"D x
2¾"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Color may vary.
Item#

Description

682
683

Senso Dot Switch
Senso Dot Switches (Set of 4)

Price

$98.95
$339.95

Multi-Sensory Center
Designed to provide visual, auditory and tactile stimulation,
this Center’s ultra-bright lights, music and vibration options
make this an ideal choice for people with visual impairment.
This durable product can also be used as a switch. Comes
with suction cups and a non-skid base. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

725

9" x 6" Multi-Sensory Center

Price

$109.95

Super Bumpy Switch
The right choice for those who crave tactile stimulation, this
bright yellow switch will activate all your adapted toys and
devices. Size: 8"L x 4½"W x ½"H. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

736

Super Bumpy Switch

Price

$56.95

Oval Textured Switch
Irresistibly touchable, this textured switch appeals to anyone
who seeks tactile stimulation. Size: 4½"D. Weight: ¼ lb.
NOTE: Color may vary.
Item#

Description

711-S

Oval Textured Switch

Price

$54.95

Classroom Switch Kit
This versatile kit accommodates almost every student’s
needs. Includes the Ultimate Switch 19" for those who use
their heads to activate toys and devices, Gooshy or Senso
Dot Switches for those who benefit from sensory input, the
Jumbo Switch for those who require a large target, and the Tail
Light Switch, particularly useful for visually impaired students.
Weight: 9 lbs. See page 8 for list of products.
NOTE: Koosh Switch is not suitable for those who are allergic
to latex.

Textured Orbit Ball Switch

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

7803N

Classroom Switch Kit

887

Textured Orbit Ball Switch
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Video demonstration online

Price

$835.95
Batteries required

This colorful unusually textured ball inspires tactile exploration. Touch it and be rewarded with glowing rainbow lights,
music and subtle vibration. The hidden control at the bottom
of its switch allows the user to turn one or more sensory features on and off. Size: 5½"D x 4½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$135.95

switches

#7222

#7223

#7220

#7221

Plate Switch
Ergonomically designed to respond to even the gentlest touch,
this brightly-colored plate switch will give users the power to
control toys and devices independently. Suction cups provide
easy attachment to most surfaces. Size: 3"L x 5"W. Weight:
¾ lb.
Item#

Description

810

Plate Switch

Price

$58.95

Rainbow Switches
Super light touch switches will be your favorite! The slightest
touch on these colorful, ergonomic switches will activate any
adapted device. Four colors to choose from or purchase all
four and save. Size: 5"L x 3¼"W x 1½"H. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

7220
7221
7222
7223
7224

Rainbow Switch Blue
Rainbow Switch Green
Rainbow Switch Orange
Rainbow Switch Red
Rainbow Switch (Set of 4)

Price

$36.95
$36.95
$36.95
$36.95
$131.95

Textured Saucer Switches
These sturdy yet super-responsive textured switches provide
terrific tactile sensations while they activate any of your devices. Size: 7"D. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

722

Textured Saucer Switches (Set of 3)

Price

$197.95

Adjustable Angle Switch
Extremely accessible, this 5 inch, colorful switch can be
adjusted from a 32 to 90 degree angle to accommodate the
unique needs of every individual. Easy to mount on tabletops
with a clamp. Size: 8"L x 8"W x 6¼"H. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

1032

Adjustable Angle Switch

Price

$109.95

Musical Fan Switch w/Lights

Textured Roller Switch

Savor a delightful breeze, hear the sound of music, and
see the bright lights when you press this fan’s bright yellow,
textured switch. Also connects to and activates an external
device. Size: 9¼"L x 6½"W x 6¼"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1¼ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

This special roller switch provides pleasing tactile stimulation
that will make users want to roll it again and again. Spin the
roller’s drum to activate lights, music and vibration to enjoy a
full somatosensory experience. Size: 11"L x 4½"W. Requires 4
AA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

742

Musical Fan Switch w/Lights

639

Textured Roller Switch

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$109.95

Price

$164.95
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design!

Koosh™ Switch
Everyone will love our unique Koosh Switch! Use it as a toy and
be rewarded with lights, music and vibration. When used as
a switch, users can enjoy vibration and that irresistible koosh
texture. Size: 8½"L x 5¼"W x 2½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: This product is not suitable for those who are allergic
to latex.
Item#

Description

883

Koosh™ Switch

Price

$109.95

Switch & Glow
They’ll love the feel of our neon stretchy noodle switch almost
as much as they’ll love what it does! All it takes is the slightest
touch to turn on the switch’s glowing light and activate a
toy or device. Size: 7"L x 6½"W x 7"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: This product is not suitable for those who are allergic to
latex. Ball color may vary.
Item#

Description

894

Switch & Glow

Price

$98.95

Soft Shaggy Switch
Irresistible! No one can help reaching for this textured switch
that activates devices with the gentlest touch. Soft and shaggy
fabric is removable for washing. Size: 7"L x 5"W x 2"H. Weight:
¼ lb.
Item#

Description

3133

Soft Shaggy Switch

Price

$91.95

Button Click Switch
Sometimes simple is best. This reliable little switch provides
momentary output with merely 40 grams of pressure! Switch
size: 2½"L x 2½"W. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

775
775X

Button Click Switch
Button Click Switch (Set of 3)

Price

$45.95
$105.95

improved
design!
#1066

#1068

Sensor Switch Kit
Ideal for people with severe movement limitations, this
device, which comes with two types of sensors—round disk or
twitch switch—enables users to position them wherever they
have the greatest degree of muscle control. Sensors can be
activated by the slightest of movements and are adjustable
for even greater movement sensitivity. The device operates in
three modes—momentary, timed and on/off and its timer is
adjustable from one to 120 seconds. Each kit includes two
round sensors and two twitch sensors. A set of three round
disk sensors can be purchased separately. Requires 1 9-V
Battery. Weight: ¾ lb.
NOTE: Non-returnable for sanitary reasons.
Item#

Description

1066
1068

Sensor Switch Kit
Round Disk Sensors (Set of 3)
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Price

$215.95
$21.95
Batteries required

Pull and Play Switch
Activate devices while practicing reaching, swiping and grasping skills. This innovative switch comes with two interchangeable grips—a 4” ball with holes and a 3” T grip—and can be
mounted to a tabletop, wheelchair tray or bedrail. C-Clamp is
included. Size: 7"W x 21"H. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Boom Box not included
Item#

Description

8042

Pull and Play Switch

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$129.95

switches

Gooshy Switch

Bright Switch for the Visually Impaired

A great choice for visually impaired users, this switch’s bright
blinking light makes it easy to locate. When the switch is
activated, its textured yellow light shines, music plays and the
switch vibrates. Set device to enable any or all stimuli, and to
turn blinker on and off. Size: 7"D x 3¾"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.

You’ll gush over our Gooshy Switch! This soft, squishy, sparkly
pillow Gooshy Switch with Lights, Vibration, and Music —
enables users to select one or more of these features with
the touch of a control on the bottom. Can also be used alone
as a sensory device. Size: 10"L x 4½"W x 2"H. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

2045

Bright Switch for the Visually Impaired

636

Gooshy Switch w/Lights, Vibration
& Music

Price

$153.95

Price

$138.95

improved
design!

Light-up Gel Switch

Tail Light Switch, Say It Play It
All it takes is a gentle touch to activate this sense-ational
switch that plays a 20-second long message, as it lights up
and vibrates. Particularly well-suited for the visually impaired,
the Tail Light Switch can also be used to turn on toys and
devices. Size: 7¾"D x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight:
1 lb.
Item#

Description

464

Tail Light Switch, Say It Play It

Eye-catching and inviting, this soft, sparkly switch will motivate
every user to reach out and engage! Size: 7"L x 6"W x 2"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

7452

Light-up Gel Switch

Price

#7225B

$160.95

improved
design!

#7225R

Price

$105.95

#7225O

#7225Y

Textured Plate Switches
Bright Red Switch
Its large target area and bright red color make this a great
choice for those who are visually impaired. Simple to operate,
this versatile switch lights up and vibrates when pressed, and
will also activate an adapted toy or device. Size: 5"D x 2¼"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

262

Bright Red Switch

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$109.95

Light-touch tactile switches activate with the slightest movement. Four textures in four colors to choose from: blue with
inverse bumps, orange with thin ridges, red with wide ridges,
and yellow with bumps. Buy all four and save. Size: 4"L x 6"W x
1½"H. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

7225B
7225O
7225R
7225Y
7226

Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Set of 4

Price

$36.95
$36.95
$36.95
$36.95
$131.95
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Finger Isolation Button
#3137

The recessed button on this uniquely designed switch encourages practice of fine motor and finger isolation skills needed
for mastery of computers and touch screen devices. Size: 3"D
x 1½"H. Weight: 3 oz.

#3141

Cushion Grip Switches
Our “handiest” switches are super-sensitive and fit most
users. Just slip it over the hand and activate any toy or device
using a palmer grasp or rolling it on a tray or tabletop. Medium
size: 5"L x 2"W x 2"H. Weight: ¼ lb.; Small size: 3½"L x 1¾"W
x 1¼"H. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

3137
3141

Cushion Grip Switch (Medium)
Cushion Grip Switch (Small)

Item#

Description

716

Finger Isolation Button

Price

$61.95

Price

$56.95
$54.95

improved!
Thumb Switch
Capitalizes on thumb mobility! Grip the yellow cylindrical base
in your hand and press the red button with your thumb for
momentary switch operation. Size: 4½"L x 1"W. Weight: 3 oz.

Finger Switch

Item#

Description

802

Thumb Switch

Price

$39.95

A wearable switch for persons with limited mobility. The slightest movement on the switch activates a device. Switch can
be positioned in multiple ways to fit the user's specifications.
Includes 18" section of Velcro. Size: 1½"L x ½"W. Weight: 1 oz.
Item#

Description

717

Finger Switch

Price

$83.95

4-in-1 Joystick Switch
Small enough to be held in the hand of a child, this simple,
sensitive switch activates toys and devices with the gentlest
pressure. The perfect way to teach prehension skills. Size: 3"L
x ¼"W. Weight: 2 oz.

Need to activate more than one switch? Our joystick is great
for the user who needs to access multiple switch-adapted
devices or a single device with multiple switch inputs such as
our adapted TV Remote Module (#5150). Can also be used to
teach directionality – left, right, up, down. Size: 5¾"D x 4½"H.
Weight: ¾ lb.

Item#

Item#

Description

7301

4-In-1 Joystick Switch

Pinch Switch

800

56

Description

Pinch Switch
Video demonstration online

Price

$43.95
Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$118.95

switches

Textured Tops for Gumball Switches
Four different textured snap-on tops that can go on our Gumball switches (not included) to provide you with a wonderful
somatosensory experience. Textures are large bumps, small
bumps, thin lines, and a circular pattern. Also fit our Talkable
Communicators (p. 15). Size: 2"D x ½"H. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

Price

3821

Textured Tops for Gumball (Set of 4)

$32.95

Compact Switches
These pocket-sized switches are sensitive, affordable and
can be mounted to almost any surface (Velcro included). Use
all three to activate three devices at once. Size: ¾"D x ¾"H.
Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

745

Compact Switches (Set of 3)

Price

$74.95

Sensory Plate Switch
Designed to deliver exceptional sensory input, the bead chain
and unbreakable plastic mirror attached to a sturdy base,
vibrates and plays music when touched. Switch can also
activate an external toy or device, but will not vibrate or play
music when used for that purpose. Size: 11¾"L x 8½"W x 3"H.
Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

886

Sensory Plate Switch

Price

$124.95

Lady Bug Switch
With the gentlest touch, this colorful switch gives users a
choice of lights, music and/or vibration. Select one, two or all
sensory rewards! Size: 9"L x 6¼"W x 4"H. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

729

Lady Bug Switch

Price

$142.95

Switch Special Offer #736W
BUY ANY 3 OF THESE SWITCHES FOR JUST $149.95!

Mini Gumball #783R
$53.95
(See p. 48)

Cushion Grip #3137
$56.95
(See p. 56)

Gumball #782R
$55.95
(See p. 48)

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Super Bumpy #736
$56.95
(See p. 52)

Plate Switch #810
$58.95
(See p. 53)

Finger Isolation Button #716
$61.95
(See p. 56)

Oval Textured #711-S
$54.95
(See p. 52)
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PUFF
GRIP

Sip and Puff Switch
Control two devices with one switch. Just sip on the tube to activate one device then puff on it to activate the other. Mounted
on a 19” gooseneck with a 3-way mounting clamp, the Sip and
Puff is easy to access. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
NOTE: Non-returnable for sanitary reasons. Straws should be
sterilized before use.
Item#

Description

970

Sip and Puff Switch (Double Closure)
Gooseneck
Anti-Contamination Filters (Set of 6)
Extra Straws (Package of 20)

977
960-S

Price

$206.95
$45.95
$23.95

Our sensor switch picks up even the tiniest movements, enabling activation by people with even the most severe physical
challenges. Provides momentary, on/off or timed output from
one to 120 seconds. Size: 4½"L x 2½"W x 1"H. Requires 1 9-V
Battery. Weight: ½ lb.
Description

655

Movement Sensor Switch

Price

$109.95

Sound Activated
Switch
Perfect for people with very limited mobility, this ultra-sensitive
switch can be activated with
a clap or a whisper. Choose
between three modes: in timed
mode, adjust the switch to remain on for 1 to 120 seconds
post-activation; in on/off mode, one sound turns on the device
and another sound turns it off; in momentary mode, the device
is activated for the duration of sound detection. The switch
can also be adjusted for sound sensitivity. Size: 4½"L x 2½"W
x 1"H. Requires 1 9-V Battery. Weight: ¼ lb.
Item#

Description

1051

Sound Activated Switch
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Perfect for those with severe mobility challenges, this
pneumatic switch is activated by a gentle squeeze of its vinyl
grip or by puffing on its mouth tube. Weight: ½ lb.
NOTE: Non-returnable for sanitary reasons. Straws should be
sterilized before use.
Item#

Description

700
977
960-S

Grip and Puff Switch
Anti-Contamination Filters (Set of 6)
Extra Straws (Package of 20)

Price

$109.95
$45.95
$23.95

Switch Modifier

Movement Sensor Switch

Item#

Grip and Puff Switch

Price

$109.95
Batteries required

A wise choice for those with uncontrolled
movements or tremors, this ingenious device
transforms any momentary switch into an on/off or timed one.
Our new intention adjustment feature requires users to press
the switch for 1 to 15 seconds before the device is triggered.
Once intention time is set, choose between momentary, on/
off or timed modes. Size: 4½"L x 2½"W x 1"H. Requires 1 9-V
Battery. Weight: ¼ lb.
NOTE: Fan and Gumball Switch not included.
Item#

Description

605

Switch Modifier
Modifier

Price

$87.95

36″ Easy Flex Sip & Puff Switch
Perfect for patients with severe physical impairments! This
unique switch is used to activate two toys or devices with a
single switch. Requires 1 9-V Battery. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

974

36" Easy Flex Sip & Puff Switch
Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$206.95

toys & games
customer spotlight
Like most boys his age, Cody, a sixth-grade student at
English Valleys Middle School in North English, Iowa,
enjoys being surrounded by his peers, spending time
outdoors, making music and playing with his labradoodle
Lucy.
Products from Enabling Devices make it possible for
Cody to access many of his favorite activities. Cody enjoys playing with toys such as Enabling Devices’ Pull Ball,
switch-adapted helicopter and Busy Box. He expresses
his creativity with his Band Jam and Swirl Art kit and he
can play board games with friends and family using the
High Roller, an adapted dice roller. Enabling Devices’ toys
also allow Cody to engage in independent play, says his
mom Laura. “He can play by himself and he’s happy and
content.”

Cody G.

Lighted Musical Tambourine

Adapted Musical Cymbal

They’ll jingle and jangle their way to sensory satisfaction with
this musical instrument that doubles as a capability switch.
Swipe or gently push the tambourine to feel vibration, see
multi-colored lights flash and hear music play. Lights,
music and vibration can be turned on or off individually.
Size: 10½"L x 10½"W x 8"H. Requires 7 AA Batteries. Weight:
1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals. Music
may vary.

Join in music time or circle time by simply activating your capability switch. Create a great percussive sound when the drum
stick strikes the cymbal. A perfect size for your wheelchair tray.
Teach cause and effect and music appreciation. Size: 10"L x
8"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
NOTE: Mold color and music may vary.

Item#

Description

896

Lighted Musical Tambourine

Item#

Description

2410

Adapted Musical Cymbal

Price

$142.95

Price

$177.95
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Band Jam
Everyone’s a rock star with this five-in-one battery-operated
drum set. Just press one of the five buttons on the toy’s base
to hear sounds of a tambourine, triangle, drum, cymbal or maraca. Multicolored LED lights add to the sensory excitement.
A great way to teach cause and effect and provide auditory
stimulation. Size: 21"L x 17"W x 12"H. Requires 8 C Batteries.
Weight: 5 lbs.
Item#

Description

1115

Band Jam

Price

$399.95

Ring Around Bells
So many choices! Using the attached yellow switch, users
make its colorful, precision-tuned bells twirl and play the musical scale while its multicolored LEDs blink. Or use a separate
capability switch to activate a toy or twirl the toy’s bells by
hand. Ring Around Bells encourages listening, grasping and
increases eye hand coordination. Size: 12"L x 14"W x 10"H.
Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 4¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

2202

Ring Around Bells

Price

$275.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Bongo Drums
Drum
Drum roll please! Activate an external switch or press the yellow switch at the drum’s base and watch its drumstick twirl,
creating a rapid succession of rhythmic beats. Size: 11"L x
10½"W x 11"H. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

807

Drum

Price

$129.95

These drums are the real deal! They’re high quality, produce
great sound, are made from animal hide, and can be tuned
with an attached key. Activate two switches and enjoy hours
of enjoyment while also improving auditory awareness and a
receiving remarkable sensory satisfaction. Size: 18"L x 12"W
x 11½"H. Requires 2 capability switches and 4 C Batteries.
Weight: 7¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

756

Bongo Drums

Price

$219.95

Musical Snail
The healing properties of music are well documented. This
teaching toy enables budding musicians to play musical notes
by pressing its colorful buttons. Additionally, players can use
color-coded cards (included) to play songs. Or, play eight prerecorded tunes by pressing the snail’s auto-play mode then
activating its buttons. Improves listening skills and hand-eye
coordination. Size: 16"L x 13"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: 2 lbs.
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Item#

Description

1114

Musical Snail

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

$219.95
Made in the USA
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Switch required*
(not included)

Spinning Symphony
Hear six different Mozart compositions when you press any
of the brightly colored instrument switches that are easily
accessible on a Lazy Susan. At the touch of a switch, add or
subtract any of the five different instruments (harp, French
horn, piano, flute or violin). Great for enhancing musical
interest and developing listening skills. Size: 9"D x 3"H.
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

8158

Spinning Symphony

Price

$179.95

Drumbourine
Rock out with this adapted tambourine featuring eight pairs of
jingles on a durable shell and a fixed head with radiant light
graphics. Just activate your switch and the striker will hit the
tambourine playing a strong, steady beat. Encourages music
participation and appreciation. Size: 10"L x 7½"W x 12"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

872

Drumbourine

Price

$151.95

Switch required*
(not included)

The Music Machine
Everything you need to start a fully inclusive band, this set
includes cluster bells, maraca, jingle stick and wood frog guiro
rasp. Just activate the switch and the machine beats to any
preset rhythm at any speed you choose. A wonderful way to
join in music time. Size: 9"L x 6½"W x 41/8"H. Requires 8 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Item#

703

Description

The Music Machine

Price

$260.95

B Woofer Guitar
Acoustic? Electric? Hound Dog? It’s your choice with this versatile, switch-adapted guitar toy. Activate one switch to hear 20
familiar tunes, the other to hear nine “puppy-themed” songs.
Or, play eight built-in chord buttons, the whammy bone bar and
strings. Size: 11"L x 10½"W x 19½"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.
Weight: 3 lbs.
Item#

Description

1661

B Woofer Guitar

improved
design!

Switch required*
(not included)

Musical Twister
Hold onto your hats! There’s a twister coming! Just activate
your switch to behold the twister’s swirling glitter and hear its
enchanting music. Comes with on/off or momentary switch
activation and can be clamped to a table. A truly captivating experience that improves visual attention and listening skills. Size:
9"L x 9"W x 16"H. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight: 6 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

3285

Musical Twister

Price

$258.95

Price

$160.95

Music Box
Let the music play! Plug in up to four of your capability switches to hear four different tunes and see flashing lights. This
entertaining toy helps increase auditory and listening skills.
Size: 5"L x 5"W x 5"H. Requires up to 4 capability switches
and 4 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
NOTE: Color may vary.
Item#

Description

Price

702

Music Box

$109.95

*See pages 48–58 for switches.
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Piano Mat

Mini Carillon

Bust a move on this super-sized interactive keyboard. Using
the sounds of eight musical instruments including guitar, violin
and piano, musicians can compose their own songs or play
any of the 10 melodies built into the keyboard. A virtual music
appreciation class, this toy is terrific for teaching cause and effect and improving gross motor skills. Size: 70"L x 30"W x 1"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.

Ding dong! Your introduction to music is here! Our precisiontuned bells come with six color-coded song cards that make it
easy to play favorites like “Twinkle, Twinkle” and “Mary Had a
Little Lamb” by pressing the color-corresponding switch. Musicians can also compose their own tunes, or listen to seven
pre-recorded songs including “Old MacDonald” and “Row Your
Boat.” Provides hours of entertainment and encourages listening and matching skills. Size: 26"L x 14"W x 6"H. Requires 4 C
& 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 6¼ lbs.

Item#

Description

2132

Piano Mat

Price

$63.95

Item#

Description

2201

Mini Carillon

Price

$489.95

Flip Flop

Little Rock Star Guitar
Little stars can rock the house with our switch-adapted,
interactive toy guitar. Built with three easy-touch switches
playing different styles of music and sound effects, three play
modes and five light-up buttons, children will channel their
inner musicians. Size: 14"L x 9"W x 8½"H. Requires 3 AA
Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
Item#

Description

1669

Little Rock Star Guitar

Price

$120.95

Our colorful Flip Flop is
terrific to use for increasing
visual attention and providing tactile stimulation. With
a simple spin of the domes,
you will feel vibration, see
multicolored lights flashing,
colorful glitter and multi-colored beads spinning inside the
dome, reflections in a mirror, and hear six high-fidelity upbeat
songs. This versatile toy has two different on/off switches: one
to control the music, the other to control the lights, vibration,
and beads inside the domes. Size: 12"L x 8½"W x 9½"H.
Requires 4 C and 4 AA Batteries. Weight 2¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

503

Flip Flop

Price

$319.95

High Striker

Just spin this wonderful busy box and go on an adventure of
textures, sights and sounds. Six different activation plates that
operate independently encourage parallel play for two or more
children. Mirrors, fans, music, songs, lights, sound effects,
and spinning beads are just some of the wonderful sensory
sensations this activity center provides. High-contrast colors
are great for a user with visual impairments. Size: 17½"D x
8½"H. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight: 6½ lbs.

Multisensory entertainment
reaches new heights with
this motivating toy that
recalls carnival strengthtesting attractions. Strike
the toy’s gushy pad and
lights track upward indicating the force of the player’s
strike and producing a corresponding sound effect.
When struck with full force,
players are rewarded with
rainbow lights, vibration,
music and spinning glitter! With adjustable activation pressure
levels, this toy provides tactile, auditory and visual stimulation.
Size: 14"L x 11"W x 21"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight:
3½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

2251

Sensational Activity Center

$357.95

2242

High Striker

Sensational Textured Activity Center
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Price

$279.95
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Textured Carousel Busy Box
Gel Pad Activity Center
Three different gel pad switches make this activity center especially appealing. Press the green switch to make a fan blow
and music play; a red switch has a spinning light and music;
and the yellow switch vibrates while colorful glitter whirls
around a dome and music plays. Provides terrific auditory, tactile and visual stimulation. Size: 23½"L x 14"W x 6"H. Requires
4 C & 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

3951

Gel Pad Activity Center

A fantastic cause and effect teaching device. Increases visual
attention, tactile awareness, color recognition and auditory
development. Six specially textured pads reward the user with
different sensory stimulation: vibration, three melodies, a popcorn ball popper and multicolored lights. The busy box spins
on a Lazy Susan base. All pads respond to the slightest touch.
Size: 12"D x 6½"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

2241

Textured Carousel Busy Box

Price

$285.95

Price

$408.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Compact Activity Center
Racing Around
Vroom, vroom! Race car lovers will be captivated watching
these three colorful cars on springs, bounce and spin while
music and race car sounds play. Just activate a switch and
let the race begin! Great for teaching cause and effect and
promoting visual attention. Size: 9"D x 5"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
Item#

Description

2258

Racing Around

Price

$219.95

Fun and learning are right at their fingertips with this smallscale activity center that provides both cognitive and sensory
stimulation. Perfect for users with limited mobility, this smallscale multiuse toy features our popular bead curtain, a dome
with brightly-colored sequins that spins with the press of a button, a textured plate that vibrates and lights up, and a pull ball
that turns on a music box! Requires 2 C Batteries. Size: 11"L x
9"W x 2½"H. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

2300

Compact Activity Center

Price

$164.95

Wall-Mounted
Activity Center

Talk about multitasking! This versatile five-in-one toy teaches
cause and effect, sensory awareness, eye-hand coordination
and language development! Activate the bright yellow plate to
play its built-in AM/FM radio, the red plate to feel vibration,
the wooden roller to sound a buzzer, a pull ball to turn on the
music box and the orange plate to turn on the light! Size: 15"L
x 11½"W x 4"H. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

There’s no chance of
boredom with this multifaceted, somatosensory activity
center! Featuring a bright
blue vibrating plate, a wooden
roller that activates a music
box and lights, a pull-ball that
turns on a fan, a large, yellow
plate that switches on a bright
light and a bean chain curtain
with a plastic mirror, this educational toy comes complete with
mounting hardware. Size: 21½"L x 18½"W x 4"H. Requires 2
C Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

510

Five Function Activity Center

556

Wall-Mounted Activity Center

Five Function Activity Center

Price

$264.95

Price

$274.95
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Mini Popper
A sensory bonanza! Press
the popper’s rim or dome (or
activate your switch) to start
music, vibration, flashing
lights and bouncing balls!
Increases visual, tactile and
auditory awareness. Size:
8"D x 4"H. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

751

Mini Popper

The Twinkler
Price

$231.95

improved
design!

A multi-sensory extravaganza! Just press its bright yellow
textured switch and this toy sends colorful sparkles flying while
it plays music and lights up. Have a ball while increasing visual
and tactile awareness! Can also be activated with your own
capability switch. Size: 13½"H x 10½"D. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

76

The Twinkler

Price

$204.95

Mini Dome Switch w/Lights, Music &
Vibration
Bright lights, dazzling glitter and lively music make this one of
our most exciting capability switches. A built-in control allows
the user to select one or more of the Mini Dome’s sensory
rewards. Terrific for teaching cause and effect, this switch
also increases visual attention. Can be used on a tabletop or
mounted on a door or wall. Size:7¾"W x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

72S

Mini Dome Switch w/Lights,
Music & Vibration

Price

$153.95

Desktop Busy Box
This compact-size busy box will provide hours of fun and multisensory stimulation. Spin the cube and discover diverse tactile
experiences, mirror, multicolored lights, music and vibration.
Press the cube’s red plate to hear your 10-second pre-recorded message. Size: 7½"L x 7½"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AAA and 3
AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

3009

Desktop Busy Box

Price

improved
design!

Switch required*
(not included)

Mini Dome
A party for the senses, our bestselling Mini Dome comes alive
with colorful confetti, music and vibration whenever they press
the dome or its plate. Provides hours of visual, auditory and
tactile stimulation. Size: 11"L x 9"W x 7"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. (No switch is required). Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Flying Under the Clouds
Fasten your seatbelt, activate your switch and watch as the
miniature jet plane inside this toy’s clear, covered dome flies
under the clouds, accompanied by the sounds of music and
jet engines. Promotes visual tracking and teaches cause and
effect. Size: 8"D x 7"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½
lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

72

Mini Dome

$129.95

2259

Flying Under the Clouds
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Batteries required

$175.95

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$159.95
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Switch required*
(not included)

Magical Light Show

Fiber Optic Sensory Light
Color-changing crystals in the base and dazzling fiber optic
sprays will captivate and calm your senses. This switch activated sensory light slowly reflects red, green, blue, yellow and
white colors. Great for increasing visual attention and providing a relaxing atmosphere in any room. Size: 3¼"D x 13"H.
Battery: 3 AAA. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

3199

Fiber Optic Sensory Light

Price

$43.95

Psychedelic colors! Lively tunes! Good vibrations! Just press
the yellow switch, sit back and enjoy a VIP rock concert. A best
seller, this sense-ational device is equipped with an external
jack for your capability switch. Rock on! Size: 10¼"L x 11"W x
11½"H. Requires 5 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals. Music
may vary.
Item#

Description

1672

Magical Light Show

Price

$190.95

Infinity Mirror

Charley Chameleon
This cute little guy is a great addition to your sensory space.
With one press of a switch, Charley plays sounds of the rain
forest as his lights gradually transition between colors; press
twice and hear tropical tunes while lights dance from one
color to the next; press three times for a silent light show; a
fourth press turns Charley off. Also available in an unadapted
version. Size: 14" x 9"W x 7"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

4057
4057U

Charley Chameleon
Charley Chameleon (Unadapted)

Price

$74.95
$39.95

This unique sensory toy creates
the optical illusion of a never-ending tunnel of light that provides infinite amounts of enjoyment. Just
press the mirror’s built-in gumball
switch and watch multicolored
LEDs flicker while music plays.
A fantastic way to teach cause
and effect, this toy can also be
activated with an external switch.
Size: 10¼"L x 11"W x 11½"H.
Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals. Music
may vary.
Item#

Description

1683

Infinity
Infinity Mirror

Price

$219.95

Visual Light Experience Kit
Helps develop perceptual skills including tracking and scanning and improves visual attention and active engagement.
Weight: 23 lbs. Kit includes:
A 2273 Laser Star Projector*
B 3199 Fiber Optic Sensory Light
C 145
Spinning Light Show*
D 9224 LED Genesis Egg
E 9229 Entangled Dome*
F 4083 Tranquil Turtle
G 3289 Volcano Lamp
B
H 1683 Infinity Mirror
I 3331 Go Anywhere Light Show
J 894
Switch and Glow
K 262
Bright Red Switch
L 4120 Sound Soother Unicorn
I
M 9340 Disco Ball*
NOTE: *Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Item#

Description

4075

Visual Light Experience Kit

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$1,159.95

D

H

A

L

G

J

F

K

M

E

C

*See pages 48–58 for switches.
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Entangled Dome

Shimmering Dome
Our multicolored musical light dome offers a one-of-a-kind
sensory experience. Just touch the dome’s black frame and let
the show begin! Great for increasing visual attention and color
recognition. Also works with your capability switch. Size: 9"L x
7½"W x 5"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

9220

Shimmering Dome

Price

$164.95

They’re sure to take a shine to this glow-in-the-dark sensory
toy. Press anywhere on the dome, its base or rim, to activate lights, music and vibration. A terrific toy for increasing
visual and auditory attention and tactile awareness. Hidden
switches turn sensory features on and off. Size: 8½"D x 5"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals. Music
may vary.
Item#

9229

Description

Price

Entangled Dome

$154.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Jellyfish Lamp

Disco Ball
Soft colored lights swirl around the room with this spinning
disco ball. Red, green, blue, orange, yellow and pink orbs
will gently light your sensory space. Great for visual tracking
and increasing visual attention, this device comes with an AC
power cord. Size: 7"L x 7"W x 10"H. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure-prone individuals.

Watch in amazement as two lifelike jellyfish gently float and
sway in the water when you activate your switch. Just fill
the tower with distilled water, add the plastic jellyfish and a
steady flow of air will circulate and animate the jellyfish. Great
for teaching cause and effect and for encouraging visual
attention. Size: 2¾"L x 2¾"W x 9"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.
Weight: 2 lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

9340

Disco Ball

$35.95

3286

Jellyfish
Jellyfish Lamp

Price

$58.95

Tornado Lamp

Volcano Lamp

Create a whirlwind of color and curiosity with this color-changing vortex lamp when you press and hold your switch. Also
activates six LED lights that radiate soothing, luminous colors.
Great for increasing visual attention and illuminating your sensory space. Works with or without a switch. Size: 3½"L x 3½"W
x 10"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Activate your capability switch and watch the volcano erupt
with red balls of “lava”. Red LED lighting gives this lamp a
mesmerizing glow. Just fill the container with distilled water
and watch the show. Has an on/off switch and can be used
with or without a switch. Size: 2¾"L x 2¾"W x 8½"H Requires
3 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

3270

Tornado Lamp

$54.95

3289

Volcano Lamp
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Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

$58.95
Made in the USA
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Therapeutic Manipulator

All That Glitters

Can therapy really be this much fun? This colorful and versatile activity center provides tactile, visual and auditory stimulation while developing finger isolation, reaching and grasping
skills. Pull on one of the “wiggle people” or move the manipulator’s giant knob to hear goofy cartoon sounds; rotate the
worm to turn on multicolored lights, music and vibration; push
the green button to play a soothing song. If desired, toy’s base
can be easily removed for wall mounting. Size: 12"L x 14"W x
3"H. Requires 4 C and 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4¼ lbs.
NOTE: Pull toys and music may vary.

Our best-selling multi-dome activity center keeps playtime interesting for hours. The gentlest pressure to any corner of the
activity center rewards the user with lights, vibration, music,
flying beads and glitter! A dynamic experience that simultaneously awakens the user’s visual, auditory and tactile senses.
Size: 11"L x 11"W x 6"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 3½
lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

2304

Therapeutic Manipulator

Price

Item#

Description

2301

All That Glitters

Price

$279.95

$365.95

improved!

Topsy Turvy

Nursery Rhyme Caterpillar
Come and learn your favorite nursery rhymes with our brightly
colored textured friend. Activate each of the tactile switches
and listen to the pre-recorded nursery rhymes while bright
multi-colored lights twinkle along. Songs include “Baa Baa
Black Sheep”, “Rock-a-Bye Baby”, “Humpty Dumpty” and
more. Great for teaching cause and effect. Use as a tabletop
toy or wall mount. Size: 23"L x 11"W x 4½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

1203

Nursery Rhyme Caterpillar

Price

A visual, auditory and tactile celebration, this incomparable toy
sends colorful beads cascading through its clear, rotating tube
while multicolored lights blink and six rocking tunes play. A
mirrored bottom adds to the visual excitement and a vibrating
feature can be turned on or off. A super-fun way to learn cause
and effect and increase visual attention. Size: 15"L x 10½"W x
9¼"H. Requires and 4 C and 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4¼ lbs.
NOTE: Color may vary.
Item#

Description

Price

506

Topsy Turvy

$333.95

$258.95

Visually and Hearing Impaired Activity
Center
Visually Impaired Activity Center
Specially designed for those with visual impairment, this
multisensory activity center features a bright blue tactile plate
that vibrates when touched, a pull-ball that activates a fan
and a textured bright yellow oval plate that turns on an AM/
FM radio. Size: 13½"L x 9"W x 4½"H. Requires 2 C Batteries.
Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

520

Visually Impaired Activity Center

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$208.95

This specially designed activity center enables individuals who
are visually or hearing impaired to experience the joy of play.
Includes a soft cloth that spins when the player presses a
bright yellow plate, a bright blue plate that vibrates, and a fan.
Size: 13½"L x 9"W x 4½"H. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight:
1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

540

Visually and Hearing Impaired
Activity Center

*See pages 48–58 for switches.

Price

$168.95
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Lighted Vibrating Mirror
Perfect for circle time, this extraordinary mirror lights up and vibrates when users pick it up. Encourages visual attention and
bilateral hand usage. Vibration intensity is adjustable. Size:
8½"L x 12"W. Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

358-M

Lighted Vibrating Mirror

Price

$164.95

Lighted Musical Tunes
This toy’s a triple threat! Just activate the large, textured
switch plate to experience bright orange light, soft vibration
and six high-fi recordings that run the gamut from rock and
classical to easy listening and Latin, to New Age and Western.
Whatever your musical mood, this versatile device is sure
to provide a satisfying multisensory experience. Size: 10"L x
10"W x 2¾"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

Price

4550

Lighted Musical Tunes

$201.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Vibrating Light
Please touch! Our best-selling vibrating light is even more captivating now that it comes with a bright LED light. Press the textured plate and enjoy visual, auditory and tactile sensations.
Available with or without music, both versions can be mounted
on a wall or used as a switch to activate adapted devices. Size:
9"L x 12"W x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
NOTE: #459 music may vary.
Item#

Description

458
459

Vibrating Light
Vibrating Light with Music

Price

$116.95
$133.95

Musical Light Box
This multipurpose musical light box can be used as a bright
backlight for tracing or as a light source for people with visual
impairments. Increases visual attention and is great for working on pre-writing and writing skills. Easily activated by any of
our capability switches. Size: 12"L x 11"W x 4"H. Requires 2 C
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

200

Musical Light Box

Price

$98.95

improved
design!
Switch required*
(not included)

Battery Interrupter Kit

Spinning Light Show
Riveting! Activate a switch and behold stunning, multicolored
light designs! Provides a wonderful somatosensory experience.
Size: 6½"L x 7½"W x 4½"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight:
¾ lb.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.

This fabulous Battery Interrupter Kit allows you to use our
switches to activate any unadapted battery-operated toy or
device that has a simple on/off switch. Kit includes: a Jumbo
Switch, a Gumball Switch, a Petite Pillow Switch (Green), 3 “AA”
Battery Interrupters, and 3 “C” and “D” Battery Interrupters.
Weight: 1½ lbs.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

145

Spinning Light Show

681

Battery Interrupter Kit
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Price

$105.95

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$226.95

toys & games
PLUSH TOY SPECIAL
PECIAL OFFER! #904W
Buy any 3 animals on this page for only $132.95
A menagerie for your home, office or classroom, our soft, cuddly plush animals will delight every child.
Great for teaching cause and effect, they come to life—walking, barking, and
meowing—when their “owners” activate their capability switches.
See page 57 for our Switch Offer.

Choose three speciﬁc animals when placing an order.

Baby Chihuahua

#3928 $50.95
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Baby Pug

#3929 $47.95
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Switch required for all
toys on this page*
(not included)

Floppy Bunny

#150 $47.95
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Lil Kitty

Lovely Shih Tzu

#9301 $45.95
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.

#904 $47.95
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Puppy Dog

Rusty

St. Bernard Puppy

#2121 $45.95
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

#889 $50.95
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

#1074 $50.95
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Pretty Kitten

#437 $56.95
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
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Switch required*
(not included)

Elliot the Elephant

ABC Elmo

Activate your capability switch and Elliot will sing and sway
along to the song “Do Your Ears Hang Low” while his ears
flap up and down. Everyone will want to join in singing the
song with Elliot. Also works without a switch. Size: 7"W x 10"H.
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Join in with Elmo as he sings the alphabet song. Just activate
your capability switch and Elmo sings and also says 14 fun
phrases. A great way to introduce letters and to teach cause
and effect. Elmo comes with his own stand. Size: 4"L x 8"W x
13"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

9337

Elliot the Elephant

$72.95

2135

ABC Elmo

Price

$76.95

Mother Goose

Feel Good Glenn
Glenn the singing teddy bear makes everyone feel better
by singing and dancing to the song “I Feel Good” when you
activate your capability switch. He comes dressed in hospital
scrubs with an embroidered stethoscope. Works with or without a switch. Size: 8"L x 9"W x 11"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

9338

Feel Good Glenn

Nursery rhymes are better than ever
when recited by Mother Goose herself!
Activate a switch and Mother Goose
reads five cherished nursery rhymes set
to music. Children will love listening and
watching Mother Goose bob and turn
her head and open and close her beak
as if she is really speaking! Also works
without a switch. Size: 7"W x 14"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

9309

Mother Goose

Price

$67.95

Price

$67.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Smooth Moves Sloth
Mickey sings the “Hot Dog” song and four fun phrases when
you activate your switch. Mickey's T-shirt graphic lights up.
Comes with a stand for easy play. Size: 6"L x 5"W x 11"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Lights, sounds and songs play while Smooth Moves Sloth’s
head moves side to side. Just activate your capability switches
to get the fun started. 85 songs and phrases help introduce
counting and colors. Works with or without a switch. Size: 6"L
x 5"W x 9"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Interacts with our Llama
Musical Stacker #8025 (p. 79). Weight: 1½ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

9411

Clubhouse Fun Mickey

$94.95

7579

Smooth Moves Sloth

Clubhouse Fun Mickey
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Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$109.95

toys & games
Switch required*
(not included)

Wheelie

Rocket Dream Ship
Dream of the stars with this soft rocket ship that glows and
plays 5 minutes of music and sounds when you activate your
capability switch. The ship can also be used as a night light
without music. Works with or without a switch. Size: 8"L x 8"W x
10"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

9339

Rocket Dream Ship

Price

Adorable animated plush toy bus sings, lights up and dances
to “Wheels on the Bus” when you activate your switch. Great
addition to any classroom or home. Encourages singing and
builds language skills. Surface washable only! Size: 10"L x 6"W
x 6"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

9323

Wheelie

Price

$67.95

$61.95

Wheeee-mote Control Car
Stunt Car
Enjoy hours of fast-paced action. Just activate our adapted
easy-to-use remote control and this acrobatic car will perform
stunts, its 360-degree front axle will spin and perform wheelies. Bright multicolor flashing lights and on/off music add to
the excitement. Car size: 5½"L x 5"W x 5"H; Remote size: 7"L x
6"W x 10½"H. Car requires 4 AA Batteries; Remote requires 2
AA Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
Item#

Description

3092

Stunt Car

Take a joyride with this spunky little car that beeps, spins and
flashes its lights. Activate and hold your external switch and
the Wheeee-mote drives straight; press the switch again and
it turns. Can also be used without a switch. Size: 6"L x 5¼" W
x 4"H. Car requires 4 AA Batteries; Remote requires 1 9-V Battery. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

1439

Wheeee-mote Control Car

Price

$85.95

Price

$170.95

Twinkles Mint

Lovely Llamacorn

This cuddly owl plays two calming lullabies—“Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star” and “Hush, Little Baby”—while rocking from side to
side and gently flapping its wings. Size: 8½"W x 9"H. Requires
3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lbs.

Who doesn’t love a llama, especially when it’s a unicorn, too!
Lovely Llamacorn’s horn glows and it plays a charming tune
that evokes a fantasy world when activated Size: 10"W x 13"H.
Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1 lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

9347

Twinkles Mint

$54.95

9349

Lovely Llamacorn
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*See pages 48–58 for switches.

Price

$47.95
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Switch required*
(not included)

Learn & Dance Zoo

Curious George Jack-in-the-Box
A beloved literary character comes to life with our switchactivated Jack-in-the-Box. When George pops out of the box,
a lively tune plays. A wonderful way to teach cause and effect!
Size: 8"L x 5½"W x 5½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight:
1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

614

Curious George Jack-in-the-Box

Price

$129.95

Go on safari with this interactive toy that teaches children
about animals in the wild. Four colorful buttons on the toy’s
base and four colorful buttons atop its tree introduce animal
friends with short, playful songs. Spin the toy’s roller to meet
some turtles, press on the toucan to hear her speak or
maneuver the joystick to make the monkey dance. Offers a
great cause and effect experience! Size: 21"L x 8¾"W x 6"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 3¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

3105

Learn & Dance Zoo

Baby Monkey Drum
Drum up some fun with this
interactive toy that teaches about
animals, animal sounds, and colors
while enjoying 70+ drum sounds,
songs, melodies, and phrases.
The three large switches allow your
child to easily activate the toy while
also developing motor skills. We’ve
also adapted the yellow drum so when you add your adaptive
switch, it will activate the yellow drum functions. Size: 8"L x
10"W x 8½"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
Item#

Description

3209

Baby Monkey Drum

Price

$145.95

C

B
A

Price

$149.95
#4904

#4903

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star & Old
Macdonalds' Farm
It’s time to sing along and discover animal and astral sounds!
Both these teaching toys have two levels—sounds and music.
Each of the four brightly colored built-in adapted switches
make a different sound in one level and plays part of a familiar tune in the other. Press each button in sequence to hear
“Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” or “Old MacDonald’s Farm”! A
sturdy handle and streamlined base makes these easy takealong toys. Both include on/off button and auto-off to save
battery life. Size: 9"L x 5"W x 8"H. Requires 2 AA batteries.
Weight: 1¼ lb.
Item#

Description

4903
4904

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Old Macdonald's Farm

Price

$92.95
$92.95

D
E

Whimsical Buddies Bundle
These five whimsical animals will be students' best buddies
in the classroom or therapy center! Each buddy is soft, cuddly
and easily activated with or without a switch! Combine with
our Special Switch Offer #763W to create your personalized
classroom toy and switch kit. Weight: 5 lbs.
A 9348 Fa La La Llama
B 9347 Twinkles Mint
C 9349 Lovely Llamacorn
D 4084 Shelly Seahorse
E 9337 Elliot the Elephant
Item#

Description

4099

Whimsical Buddies Bundle
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Price

$228.95

Twilight Buddy The Dragon
It’s a starry, starry night when you have Buddy the Dragon
at your side! By day, he’s a cuddly friend and by night he’s a
soothing nightlight! Buddy projects three constellations plus
a crescent moon in three colors: peaceful blue, warm amber
and gentle green. Choose one color or have it rotate through
all three. The long-lasting LED lights mean the sturdy plastic
shell stays cool to the touch. And the auto-off feature sends
Buddy off to dreamland after 45 minutes. He’s a great bedtime or sensory room buddy! Unadapted only. Size: 15½"L x
12"W x 4½"H. Requires 2 AA batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Item#

Description

9212
Twilight Buddy The Dragon
Batteries required
Items may vary
Made in the USA

Price

$34.95

toys & games

Switch required for all
toys on this page*
(not included)
Switch required*
(not included)

Swirl Art

Fish & Glow Spinner
Teaching cause and effect is easy with this cheerful and visually appealing toy. Just press your switch to hear lively music,
see swirling colors and watch three little goldfish spin around
in their bowl. Also encourages visual attention and listening
skills. Size: 9"L x 8"W x 9"H. Requires 5 AA Batteries. Weight:
1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

2404

Fish & Glow Spinner

Price

$142.95

Everyone’s an artist with our easy-to-use art spinner. First,
place a blank card on the spinner, then activate a capability
switch to splatter paint on the card as it spins around. Voila!
You’ve created a unique work of art! Superb for increasing
color recognition and visual attention. The Swirl Art kit includes
12 paints in 6 colors, 30 sheets of paper, and a splash guard
for mess-free fun. Size: 12½"L x 9"W x 3"H. Requires 2 C
Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
Item#

380

Description

Price

Swirl Art

$69.95

A
A

B

C

Musical Swirl Art

Creative Art Bundle
Stock up the art studio with these popular items. Our Art
Bundle contains the Motorized Squiggle Wiggle Writer Pen
which makes “squiggle writing” loops with its replaceable
color points; the Battery Operated Scissors makes class participation and craft activities possible; and the Swirl Art maker
lets budding artists create one-of-a-kind paintings. Hours of
creative fun. Weight: 5½ lbs.
A 3028 Motorized Squiggle Wiggle Writer Pen
B 9080 Battery Operated Scissors
C 380
Swirl Art

Our easy-to-use art spinning kit enables users to create
original works of art! Just place a blank card on the spinner,
activate your switch and the spinner’s paint dispenser drips
paint onto the spinning card, crafting a beautiful design. Multicolored blinking lights and music serve as artistic inspiration.
A wonderful way to increase color recognition and visual
attention. The kit includes 12 paints in 6 colors, 30 sheets of
paper, and a splash guard for mess-free fun. Size: 12½"L x
9"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

4117

Creative Art Bundle

$151.95

3961

Musical Swirl Art
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*See pages 48–58 for switches.

Price

$119.95
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design!

Switch required*
(not included)

High Roller
It’s a sure bet that everyone will love our adapted dice roller. To
play, open the toy’s Velcro-sealed top and place up to five dice
inside. Reseal, activate with a switch or by pressing the toy’s
outer rim, and watch the dice shake, rattle and roll. Who’ll be
the high roller? Teaches number recognition and cause and effect. Two sets of dice—one white and one black—are included.
Size: 6"L x 6"W x 3¾"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Adapted Pie Face
This exciting and hilarious game is now adapted! Place some
delicious whipped cream on the “hand” and activate your
switch. The hand could splat at any time. You score a point
each time you press your switch without getting pie-faced.
Take a risk and hope for the best! Size: 9"L x 8"W x 16"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

757

High Roller

$80.95

9412

Adapted Pie Face

Price

$151.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Textured Marble Fidget Board
Who isn’t attracted to the cool, smooth texture and colorful,
visual appeal of marbles that move when you touch them?
This unique, mirrored fidget board offers tactile and visual
treats while also helping users to feel calm, focused and selfregulated. Size: 11½"L x 11½"W x 1¼"H. Weight: 2¾ lbs.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
Item#

Description

4394

Textured Marble Fidget Board

improved!

Switch Spinner
Great for game night, this switch-activated spinner means
everyone can play! Useful for matching, rolling dice or making random selections, the spinner also teaches turn taking
and visual tracking. Download blank overlay templates from
our website to create customized games. Size: 13"L x 4"W x
14½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

Price

Item#

Description

$175.95

4532

Switch Spinner

Switch required*
(not included)

Price

$129.95

Bingo
Family game night is a lot more fun when everyone can play
and learn. Just activate a switch and the bingo cage rotates,
dropping a number ball into the tray. Set includes 21 Bingo
cards, 75 number balls, 200 Bingo markers and a master
board. Improves number matching and scanning skills. A second activation jack has been added for cooperative play. Cage
Size: 11"L x 13"W x 8½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight:
2½ lbs.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
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Batteries required

Item#

Description

4051

Bingo

Items may vary

Price

$175.95
Made in the USA

toys & games

#9413
#9410

Monopoly Junior
America’s favorite game now comes in an adapted version.
Press the built-in green switch to move forward. As you advance past each square on the board, watch LEDs light up and
hear beeping noises. Press the red switch to go backwards
and hear a different beeping noise. Game can also be played
using your own external switch. Purchase with High Roller
#9413 and save. Size: 17"L x 20"W x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
Item#

Description

9410
9413

Monopoly Junior
$264.95
NEW! Monopoly Junior/High Roller Bundle $318.95

Price

Spinner
Adapted Game Board

Hi Ho Cherry-O
The adapted version of this classic counting game will delight
children of all ages and abilities. The set includes a game
board equipped with two switch plates and two external jacks
to accommodate external switches. Push the red switch plate
to pick a cherry off the tree and hear a tone. Push the blue
switch and a cherry goes back on the tree and a different tone
sounds. Activate the game’s spinner by pressing its rim or
using a switch. Set also includes the original Hi Ho Cherry-O
game without the spinner. Game Board Size: 10"L x 8½"W x
7"H; Spinner Size: 8½"D. Game Board Requires 4 AA Batteries
and Spinner Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¾ lbs.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
Item#

Description

941

Hi Ho Cherry-O

Price

$226.95

Matching Picture Lotto Bingo

This classic game teaches students to recognize words and
identify pictures. Game board is mounted on an electronic
base with nine red LEDs that light up when players match the
right picture word cards to the right word and picture on the
game board. Activate the yellow button to scan the board for
the right match; release it to select the match. Activate the blue
button to correct mistakes and restart the game. Two jacks on
the side of the toy allow users to play using their own switches.
Four reversible playing cards are included. Size: 9½"L x 9½"W
x 9½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 3¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

Price

943

Matching Picture Lotto Bingo

$153.95

Tic Tac Toe

An adapted version of the classic toy! Get “tic tac toe” by
activating a switch that lights up LED squares in a horizontal,
vertical or diagonal direction. The winner is rewarded with
music and flashing lights! Teaches turn-taking, directionality
and placement skills. Game has two switch inputs. Size: 11"L x
13½"W x 9½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

949

Tic Tac Toe

$195.95

Benefits of Family Game Night
•
•
•

Game night is family bonding night
Games help kids solve problems
Games build motor skills

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

•
•

Games can help with academic skills
such as counting, comparing, estimating
Games are fun!

*See pages 48–58 for switches.
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Switch required for most
toys on this page*
(not included)

Dancing Water Beads

Aqua Dome

Fill the clear dome with water and see the colorful crystal
beads inside swirl while soothing music creates a calming
atmosphere. Equipped with two activation modes—momentary, which requires continuous switch activation, and on/
off which turns on when the user presses a switch and turns
off when it’s pressed again. Use the spout that’s included for
easy water filling. A great toy for increasing auditory and visual
attention. Size: 9½"L x 9½"W x 7½"H. Requires 2 AA & 4 C
Batteries. Weight: 5½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

This unique device uses water, lights and music to create a
soothing, multisensory experience. To operate, add water then
activate your switch and observe a soft rainbow of changing
lights glimmering through gently flowing water. Calming music
completes the experience! Size: 14"L x 14"W x 7"H. Requires 6
C Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

1691

Aqua Dome

Price

$208.95

Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
Item#

Description

1688

Dancing Water Beads

Price

$230.95

Big Water Toy
Under the Sea
Whether it’s in the home or the classroom, this delightful water
toy is bound to be a hit. Use two of your switches for two different activations: one that makes the water swirl around the
colorful pond; the other that turns on lights and music. This
toy offers a wonderful visual, auditory and tactile experience
for one or several children at a time. Size: 24"L x 18"W x 4"H.
Requires: 4 D and 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 5 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

9013

Under the Sea

Description

Llama Musical Stacker
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Description

9000

Big Water Toy

Price

$197.95

Price

Rainbow
Button Stacker

Stack this toy’s three colorful rings
or press on the llama’s head or
switch (not included) to make lights
dance and music play! This cute
little llama plays more than 25
songs, tunes and phases. Learning
to distinguish between sizes and
colors has never been this rewarding! The Llama Musical Stacker is
part of the Fisher Price Linkimals
family and interacts with the Smooth Moves Sloth #7579
(p.70)! Size: 6½"D x 9½"H. Weight: 2 lbs. Battery: 3 AA.
8025

Item#

$226.95

Llama Musical Stacker

Item#

Water play is more fun than ever with this versatile toy that
provides a wonderful tactile experience. Just fill its tray, hit a
switch and watch as water squirts out of the toy’s removable
hose. Attach the hose to a pail or sand toy, water the plants,
sail toy boats, or have a toy car wash! Size: 19"L x 10½"W x
10"H. Requires: 4 D Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.

Seven wooden stones in graduated
sizes stack in rainbow color order!
Each smooth button-shaped piece has
a flattened midpoint that allows each
piece to balance on the next. Stained
with non-toxic paint, these stackers are
safe for all ages. More challenging than
a stacker with a dowel, the Rainbow
Button Stacker helps develop fine motor
skills while teaching colors and size discrimination. Stones
range from 2" to 5½" in diameter. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Price

Item#

Description

$60.95

9235

Rainbow Button Stacker (Unadapted)

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$69.95

toys & games

Switch required for all
toys on this page*
(not included)

Narwhal Bubble Blower & Rainbow Switch
Bundle
Six spinning bubble wands make for a whale of a good time!
This little guy can spout bubbles all day long. Just fill his
mouth with bubble juice, press the included rainbow switch
and a stream of bubbles comes floating out! Comes with 4 oz.
of non-toxic, dye-free bubble juice. Size: 4¾"L x 3½"W x4½"H.
Requires 3 AA batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

2336

Narwhal Bubble Blower &
Rainbow Switch Bundle

Price

$62.95

Sky High Bubble Blower
Get ready to dance and play under a cloud of bubbles! The
Sky High Bubble Machine uses seven bubble wands to create
tons of bubbles that fly up in the air and gently float down.
Size: 5"L x 6½"W x 6"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lbs.
Item#

Description

2334

Sky High Bubble Blower

Price

$45.95

#2282

Minnie Bubble Blower
Have a bubble party with Minnie Mouse! She has a surprise in
the basket of flowers she carries—just press the button on her
back or activate with your capability switch (not included) and
tons of bubbles fly out! Minnie comes with 4 oz. of non-toxic,
dye-free bubble juice to get the party started. Size: 4½"L x 4"W
x 9½"H. Requires 3 AAA batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

2331
2282

Minnie Bubble Blower
Gallon of Bubble Juice

Price

$45.95
$33.95

Spider-man Bubble Blower
It’s your friendly neighborhood Spider-man and he’s ready for
bubble action! Activate him with a touch or with a capability
switch (not included) and he shoots bubbles instead of a web
from his hand! Size: 4"L x 6"W x 9"H. Requires 3 AAA
Batteries. Weight: ½ lbs.
Item#

Description

2333

Spider-man Bubble Blower

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$45.95

Fubbles Fun
What’s better than bubbles? We can’t think of anything!
Activated with a capability switch, our colorful bubble-maker
creates loads of fun while it helps children to develop vital
visual tracking skills! Size: 5½"L x 6"W x 7½"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

2255

Fubbles Fun

Price

$45.95

Mickey Bubble Blower
Mickey’s playing his guitar—or is he? Activate him with a touch
or with a capability switch (not included) and bubbles stream
from his guitar! Includes 8 oz. of bubble solution. Size: 4"L x
5"W x 9"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ½ lbs.
Item#

Description

2232

Mickey Bubble Blower

*See pages 48–58 for switches.

Price

$45.95
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Switch required*
(not included)

Misting Fan
Our adapted Misting Fan provides a fine mist of water and a
powerful fan at the touch of your switch. Fan has three speeds.
Misting has two modes: continuous or intermittent. Two jacks
allow you to activate the fan and mist separately using two of
your switches. Three suction cups hold the fan in place. Comes
with ¼-20 socket for mounting. Size: 5"L x 5"W x 8"H. Battery
chargeable with USB. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

2134

Misting Fan

Price

$98.95

LED Fan
Cool down with our adapted LED fan. With the push of the
button, set the fabulous light show in motion. The LED lights
create more than 30 different color patterns. Also works with
your switch. Two suction cups hold the fan in place. Size:
5½"L x 3½"W x 5"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
NOTE: Not to be used with seizure prone individuals.
Item#

Description

2133

LED Fan

Switch required*
(not included)

Harbor Breeze
Like a day at the beach, our therapeutic fan sends cool
breezes as it plays lively music and produces soothing sounds
like crashing waves, buoy bells and seagulls. Wonderful for
teaching cause and effect, this sensory toy also encourages
listening skills and relaxation. Size: 8½"D x 14"H. Requires 2 C
and 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
Item#

Description

3288

Harbor Breeze

Price

$65.95

Price

$204.95

Penguin Roller Coaster
You don’t have to travel to the South Pole to see these
adorable little penguins climb to the top of their iceberg and
“swoosh” down the slide to the bottom. Increases visual
attention and tracking skills. Size: 7¼"L x 2½"W x 8¾"H.
Requires 3 AA. Battery. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3
years.

improved
design!

Item#

Description

300

Penguin Roller Coaster

Price

$52.95

Tube Tracker
Switch required*
(not included)
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Have tons of fun while promoting eye tracking and developing switch access skills. The brightly colored balls move
upward on a cushion of air when you activate and hold your
switch. The improved design features a smaller footprint
and an AC wall transformer to reduce the need for battery replacement. Create hundreds of different games. For
example, put marks on the tube at various heights and give
points for reaching each mark. Includes six colored ping
pong balls. Size: 7¾"L x 7¾"W x 34"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

5061

Tube Tracker

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

$171.95
Made in the USA

toys & games
ATL SPECIAL OFFER! #1207W
Buy Any 3 of these Adapted Toys for $154.95
(All toys also available individually)

Llama Musical Stacker

Sky High Bubble Blower
Get ready to dance and play under a cloud of bubbles! The
Sky High Bubble Machine uses seven bubble wands to create
tons of bubbles that fly up in the air and gently float down.
Size: 5"L x 6½"W x 6"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lbs.
Item#

Description

2334

Sky High Bubble Blower

5055

Bump n Go Plane

Description

8025

Llama Musical Stacker

Price

$60.95

Price

Volcano Lamp

Our luxury airplane has bump and go action, changing direction with every obstacle when you activate your switch. See
the lights flash and hear the roar of the jet engine. Great for
sensory development and for teaching cause and effect.
Some assembly required. Assembled size: 14"L x 14"W x 3"H.
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Description

Item#

$45.95

Bump n Go Plane

Item#

Stack this toy’s three colorful rings
or press on the llama’s head or
switch (not included) to make lights
dance and music play! This cute little llama plays more than 25 songs,
tunes and phases. Learning to distinguish between sizes and colors
has never been this rewarding! The
Llama Musical Stacker is part of the Fisher Price Linkimals
family and interacts with the Smooth Moves Sloth #7579 (p.
70)! Size: 6½"D x 9½"H. Weight: 2 lbs. Battery: 3 AA.

Price

$54.95

Activate your capability switch and watch the volcano erupt
with red balls of “lava”. Red LED lighting gives this lamp a
mesmerizing glow. Just fill the container with distilled water
and watch the show. Has an on/off switch and can be used
with or without a switch. Size: 2¾"L x 2¾"W x 8½"H Requires
3 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

3289

Volcano Lamp

Price

$58.95

Butterfly

Elliot the Elephant
Activate your capability switch and Elliot will sing and sway
along to the song “Do Your Ears Hang Low” while his ears
flap up and down. Everyone will want to join in singing the
song with Elliot. Also works without a switch. Size: 7"W x 10"H.
Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Plays 18 different songs! Just hit your switch and the multicolored blinking lights dance around the Butterfly while music
plays. Great for visual tracking. Size: 5¼"L x 4½"W x 2"H.
Requires: 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

Item#

Description

148

Butterfly
Butterfly

9337

Elliot the Elephant

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

Price

$54.95

$72.95
*See pages 48–58 for switches.
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toys & games
#1695

Carnival Tube
A simple swipe at the mounted tube creates lights, music and
vibration. Watch and listen as a rainbow of multi-colored beads
and lights cascade through the tube. Great for encouraging
reaching, swiping and grasping. Can also be used as a switch.
Size: 14"L x 6¾"W x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight:
1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

158

Carnival Tube

Price

$179.95

Glitter Pin Base
sold separately
#1650

Glitter Pin
Uniquely designed, this sensory toy has three compartments
full of multicolored beads. As they tumble, feel gentle vibration,
see colored lights, and hear music! Great for visual, auditory
and tactile stimulation. Sold separately or with coordinating
mirrored base (#1650) (#1695 does not require a capability
switch.) Base size: 11¼"L x 3½"W. Weight: 1¼ lbs. Glitter Pin
requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

1695

Glitter Pin w/Lights,
Vibration and Music
Pin Base

1650

Price

$184.95
$78.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Glitter Roll and Music Base/Switch
The clear, cylindrical roller contains a potpourri of sparkling
shapes. Roll it by hand to activate the music base. Can also
be used as an external capability switch without music when
connected to a device. Size: 14"L x 7"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Motorized Glitter Roll

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

696

Glitter Roll and Music Base/Switch

697

Motorized Glitter Roll

Price

$160.95

The Motorized Glitter Roll works with an external capability
switch. When the switch is activated, the potpourri of sparkling
shapes will tumble as the sweet-sounding music plays. Terrific
for increasing auditory and visual stimulation. Size: 14"L x 8"W
x 5"H. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Price

$146.95

Telehealth Affordable Duos
Face to face learning isn't always possible today. Guided by an OT currently working with clients via telehealth, we've put
together these targeted product duos that won't break the bank. Your therapists, teachers and student can use these duos
for initial evaluation or ongoing remote educational and related services, in the areas of sensory
play, learning cause and effect, and simple communication–each under $200.

Item#

Description

5102

Sensory Duo

80

Item#

Description

5103

Cause & Effect Duo $135.95

Price

Price

Item#

Description

$197.95

5104

Communicator Duo $175.95

Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

Price

toys & games
Sensory Play with Bead Chains!
#362

#355

Motion Sensor Bead Chain w/Lights &
Music
Sensory rewards are in store when users reach out for our
motion sensory bead chain. As their hands pass over the toy’s
light sensor its red light blinks and music plays, providing auditory, visual and tactile stimulation! Size: 12"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

647

Motion Sensor Bead Chain
w/Lights and Music

Price

$171.95

Bead Chains
Who can resist running their fingers through our silver or multicolored bead chain curtains? Mounted on a sturdy base, rubber suction cups hold the bead chain in place on almost any
surface. Delivers a wonderful tactile experience for all! Size:
17¼"L x 8¼"W x 13"H. No Batteries required. Weight: 2 lbs.
Item#

Description

355
362

Silver Bead Chain
Multi-Colored Bead Chain

Price

$131.95
$142.95

Peek-a-Boo Mirror

Twirling Bead Chain

So much more than a mirror, this multifaceted sensory toy
provides tactile, visual and auditory stimulation, not to mention tons of fun! When users run their fingers through the
mirror’s bead chain curtain it activates the toy’s lights, music
and vibration creating a soothing and satisfying sensory
experience. Also works as a switch. Wedge-shaped base allows you to use it on the floor or a table. Size: 12"W x 10½"H.
Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¾ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

The next best thing to an amusement park! Just press its red
gumball switch to make this carousel twirl, taking its colorful
bead chains—so cool to the touch—along for the ride. A treat
for the senses, this multifaceted toy features lively music and
sparkling lights as it teaches cause and effect. Has a jack for
those who need to use their own switch. Size: 8½"Diameter x
11"H. Requires 2 C and 6 AAA Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

348

Peek-a-Boo Mirror

6470

Twirling Bead Chain

Price

$179.95

Price

$258.95

Infinity Bead Chain
The possibilities are endless with this unique multisensory
toy that provides simultaneous tactile, visual and auditory
stimulation. Touch the cool, smooth beads and activate a
never-ending tunnel of multicolored LED lights and the sounds
of soothing classical music. Comes with four suction cups and
on/off volume control. Size: 17"L x 8"W x 13"H. Requires 4 C
Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Item#

Description

6472

Infinity
Infinity Bead Chain

*See pages 48–58 for switches.

Price

$300.95
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Pull Ball
Tether Ball
An ideal form of exercise and play for those with significant
physical challenges, our easy-to-assemble tether ball set
will provide hours of amusement while it improves eye-hand
coordination and prompts practice in reaching, swiping and
grasping. Balls are easy to attach and detach. Easily attaches
to lapboard or tabletop with a 2" clamp (included). Size: 11"L x
24"H. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

8033
2318

Tether Ball
Extra Interchangeable Toys
(Set of 5) (See #2318 below)

Like having a miniature tetherball court in your home or classroom, this best-selling multisensory toy lights up and plays
music when users pull on the ball. Increases eye-hand coordination, fine motor skills and finger isolation while providing
loads of fun. Size: 7½"L x 11"W x 9"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1¼ lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

416

Pull Ball

Price

$164.95

Price

$142.95
$78.95

#2318

#2319

Activity Gym

Tactivity Center

One toy—so many ways to play! This versatile and interactive
toy offers five different activities as well as music, flashing
lights and a mirror! Purchase additional toys to add variety.
Encourages grasping, reaching, eye-hand coordination, gross
motor skills development and tactile stimulation. Size: 28"L x
30"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 8½ lbs.
NOTE: Mat not included. Balls and music may vary.

This multipurpose toy provides exercise, therapy and amusement for those with limited mobility. Equipped with two
textured balls and one large ring, it encourages reaching and
grasping and improves eye-hand coordination and strength.
Sturdily constructed of lightweight PVC tubing, the center
comes with two c-clamps for secure table or wheelchair tray
mounting. Size: 23"L x 20"H. Weight: 3½ lbs.

Item#

Description

Price

Item#

Description

2319
2318

Activity Gym
Extra Interchangeable Toys
(Set of 5)

$299.95
$78.95

4110
2318

Tactivity Center
Extra Interchangeable Toys
(Set of 5) (See #2318 left)
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Price

Made in the USA

$199.95
$78.95

toys & games
Sensory Discrimination Kit
#9002

#9035

#9040

Sound Puzzles

Sensory awareness is at their
fingertips with this educational
toy that sharpens tactile discrimination skills. The unit has
eight separate compartments
that contain samples of eight
differently-textured materials.
Users learn to distinguish between textures such as soft and hard, furry and fuzzy, bumpy
and sparkly and smooth and scratchy. Great for evaluating
sensory discrimination skills or for use in sensory integration
therapy. The unit measures 16"L x 9"W and contains: • Unbreakable Mirror • Fine Sand Texture • Sparkle Holographic
Film • Soft Fur • Large Black Bumps • Fuzzy Felt • Small
Orange Bumps • Coarse Velcro. Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

3600

Sensory Discrimination Kit

Price

$109.95

Few toys offer more opportunities for interactive learning than
our colorful wooden puzzles. Now designed with knobs for
grasping and an angled base for viewing, they teach about
shapes, sounds of farm and instrument sounds. Size: 8½"L
x 11¾"W x 2¼"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
Puzzle Set Weight: 5½ lbs.
Item#

Description

9002
9035
9040
9036

Instruments Sound Puzzle
Farm Animal Sound Puzzle
Shape Sound Puzzles
Puzzles (Set of 3)

Price

$72.95
$72.95
$72.95
$199.95

Shape Switch
An all-in-one shape sorter, switch and music box! Activate the
music box by inserting the correct shape in the correct opening. Also works as a stand-alone music box or an external
switch. Size: 10¼"L x 4¼"W x 4"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary
Item#

Description

920

3-Shape Switch with Music Box

Price

$127.95

Adapt Your Own Toys!

Battery Interrupters
Unadapted? No problem. This easy-to-install interrupter enables you to adapt toys and devices for use with
any of our switches. Works with most battery operated devices that have an on/off switch. Weight: 2 oz.
NOTE: Switch and batteries not included.
Item#

Description

640
674
675
676
641
677
678
684
685
686

"AA" Interrupter
"AA" Interrupters (Set of 5)
"AA" Interrupters (Set of 10)
"AA" Interrupters (Set of 20)
"C" and "D" Interrupters
"C" and "D" Interrupters (Set of 5)
"C" and "D" Interrupters (Set of 10)
"AA", "C" and "D" Interrupters (Set of 1 of each)
"AA", "C" and "D" Interrupters (Set of 5 of each)
"AA", "C" and "D" Interrupters (Set of 10 of each)

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$19.95
$65.95
$120.95
$226.95
$19.95
$65.95
$120.95
$32.95
$120.95
$226.95
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training products
special
education
customer
spotlightschool spotlight
At the John G. Leach School in New Castle, Delaware,
students ages 3 to 21, with physical, cognitive and
medical impairments, use Enabling Devices’ products
to “maximize their independence and participation in
all school activities,” says occupational therapist Kristin
Chickadel. “One product that we have in every classroom
is the pouring cups. We use them for vocational training,
baking, art and games…”
Kristin’s colleague, OT Tom Winkler, works with students
who use the pouring cups for an annual project. “They
assemble chocolate chip cookie ingredients which they
layer in mason jars,” says Tom. “Some students can hold
the cups, but for others, we utilize switches.” After the
mason jars are full, “we tie a bow around the jar, attach
baking instructions and sell them as holiday gifts.”

Weighted Handwriting Glove
Our super-versatile weighted glove provides proprioceptive
input and compression that helps students perform a variety
of fine motor and self-help activities. Made of soft cotton
spandex with a weighted pouch that rests on the back of the
hand, the glove can also be worn during hand strengthening
exercises. The glove’s fingerless design allows for maximum
finger flexibility and wrist mobility. Reversible and hand
washable. For sizing, measure width at knuckles. Small: 2½";
Medium: 3"; Large: 3½". Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

3974
3974M
3974L

Small
Meduim
Large

84

Video demonstration online

Price

$39.95
$43.95
$44.95

Batteries required

Slant Board
Banish handwriting woes with our ergonomically designed
slant board. This terrific training product encourages proper
wrist position, leading to better penmanship. Plus, the slant
board improves posture and stability! Size: 14"L x 15"W x 4"H.
Weight: 1½ lbs.
Item#

Description

3200

Slant Board

Items may vary

Price

$58.95

Made in the USA

training products

Switch required*
(not included)

(Lamp and switch
not included)

ADL Boards
Build the fine motor skills necessary to dress independently
by practicing on our four specially designed dressing boards.
Each board is designed to help with a different manipulative
skill—buttoning, zipping, snapping and lacing. Size: 12"L x 9"W
each. Weight: 2¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

7006

ADL Boards

Price

$69.95

1-Switch Single-Appliance Unit
This switch-adapted remote activates most devices from up to
20 feet away. To use, simply plug the appliance into the unit’s
receiver and activate the remote transmitter with a switch.
(117 VAC output maximum 600 watts). Size: 7"L x 4"W x 2"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lbs.
NOTE: Not for computer or TV use.
Item#

Description

1490

1-Switch Single-Appliance Unit

Price

$148.95

Time Timer w/Sound

Vibrating Personal Pager

Our trusty timer now comes with an audible alarm. Terrific for
use in therapy or the classroom for timed testing or preparing for transitions, this device improves time awareness by
providing users with a visual representation of how much time
has elapsed and how much remains. Size: 12"L x 12"W x ½"H.
Requires 1 AA Battery. Weight: 2 lbs.

Ideal for hearing and hearing-impaired users alike, this
adapted pager has two settings—silent vibrate and the peal
of chimes. A press of the transmitter or activation of a switch
alerts a caregiver or friend on the receiving end of the pager
that attention is needed. Size: 3½"L x 2½"W x 1"H. Requires 1
12-V and 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¼ lb.

Item#

Description

Item#

Description

1212

Time Timer w/Sound

8001A

Vibrating Personal Pager

Price

$69.95

Price

$96.95

Switch required*
(not included)

Traffic Light

Attendant Call Chime
You rang? Our easy-to-use switch adapted call chime lets you
know they need assistance even if you are as far as 40 feet
away! Provides great piece of mind for user and caregiver
alike! The call button transmitter is adapted for use with a
capability switch. Size: 4"L x 4"W x 1"H. Requires 2 AA and 1
12-V Batteries. Weight: ¼ lb.

This unique toy teaches the idea of stop, pause and go while
providing a stimulating sensory experience. Touch the red,
green or yellow lightbulbs and lights turn on, music plays and
the toy vibrates. Comes with wall-mounting accessories. Size:
26"L x 10½"W. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 4 lbs.
NOTE: Music may vary.

Item#

Price

Item#

Description

Price

$72.95

1810

Traffic
Traffic Light

$175.95

1499

Description

Attendant Call Chime

*See pages 48–58 for switches.
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training products

Switch required for most
items on this page*
(not included)

#20

#24

Pouring Cups

Adapted Garden Spray
Tend to your garden with this adapted watering device that
easily attaches to any wheelchair. Equipped with a flexible
gooseneck spray wand that extends in length from 12 to 24
inches and a nozzle that adjusts the stream of water from
fine mist to long range, this handy tool holds up to a gallon of
water and comes with its own clamp. Size 6"L x 12"W x 11"H.
Requires 4 D Batteries. Weight: 4¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

9083

Adapted Garden Spray

Mix it up with a switch-activated pouring cup that allows users
to participate in cooking classes or dramatic play. Activate the
first switch and the cup pours liquids, sand, and more into
any container; activate the second and the cup returns to an
upright position. Available in two versions: on a stand or flex
mount which attaches easily to flat surfaces, bars or table
legs. Removable measuring cup facilitates easy cleaning.
Replacements available online. Requires 4 AA Batteries. On
stand size: 10"L x 7½"W x 5"H. Weight: 1½ lbs. On flex mount
size: 27"L x 4"W x 3"H. Weight: 3¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

20
24

Pouring Cup on Stand
Pouring Cup on Flex Mount

Price

$151.95
$219.95

Price

$219.95

improved
design!

Battery Operated Scissors
4-in-1 Joystick Switch
Need to activate more than one switch? Our joystick is great
for the user who needs to access multiple switch-adapted
devices or a single device with multiple switch inputs such as
our adapted TV remote module (#5150). Can also be used to
teach directionality – left, right, up, down. Size: 5¾"D x 4½"H.
Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

7301

4-In-1 Joystick Switch

Price

$118.95

Our easy-to-use switch-adapted scissors make class
participation and craft activities possible for even the most
profoundly impaired. Just activate your switch to cut through
paper. Easy to remove from its special mounting, works with
or without a switch. Base size: 6"L x 8"W x 2"H. Scissor size:
10¼"L x 5"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
NOTE: Base color may vary.
Item#

Description

Price

9080
9080X

Battery Operated Scissors
Battery Operated Scissors (Set of 3)

*See pages 48-58 for switches.
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

$76.95
$208.95

visually impaired
assistive living spotlight
After viewing a video about sensory rooms on Enabling
Devices’ website, Skip Wiggins, Director of Facilities at
Rolling Green Village Retirement Community in Greenville, South Carolina, knew it would benefit residents
in the community’s Evergreen Place memory care program. So he called us.
“I took pictures and dimensions and they sent suggestions about layout and what to buy,” he recalls. “The
sensory room creates a soothing environment that gets
residents engaged, helps them to relate to others, and
provides sensory stimulation,” says Skip. One product
that’s especially popular with residents is the room’s
Sensory LED Bubble Tubes (#3392). “They love watching the tube’s plastic fish swimming around and seeing
the bubbles change colors.”

Switch required*
(not included)

LED Light Box
This Ultra-Bright LED Light Box is a terrific tool for teaching
shape and object identification, practicing writing skills and
doing arts and crafts. The light panel has a lockable on/off
switch and three brightness settings. It’s lightweight but sturdy
enough to stand up to classroom and sensory space use.
Hours of fun and learning at school and at home. Jelly Pads
are sold separately. Size: 18"L x 13½"W x ¼"H. Power: 12-V
power cord included (AC power use only). Weight: 4½ lbs.
Item#

Description

Price

3220
3112K

New! LED Light Box
Jelly Pads (Set of 5)

$194.95
$78.95

Musical Light Box
This multi-purpose musical light box can be used as a bright
backlight for tracing or as a light source for people with visual
impairments. Increases visual attention and is great for working on pre-writing and writing skills. Easily activated by any of
our capability switches. Size: 12"L x 11"W x 4"H. Requires 2 C
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

200

Musical Light Box

Price

$98.95

High Contrast Icons
Suggested by a parent of a child with cortical blindness and her
communication specialist, these icons are highly visible to the
most visually impaired individuals. Package includes more than
50 photos in two sets of icons (3" x 3" and 5" x 5¼") both in
printed form and on a CD. Weight ½ lb.
Item#

Description

4046

High Contrast Icons

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

$54.95

*See pages 48–58 for switches.
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visually impaired

4" x 5" Communicator for the Visually
Impaired
Specially designed for the visually impaired, this state-of-theart communicator has 12 levels, scanning capabilities and
large brightly illuminated targets that make it possible to see,
select and activate messages. To activate, simply press on
the selected icon or picture. The target will light up and the
pre-recorded message will play. For a complete list of features,
see our website. Size: 19½"L x 17"W x 4"H. Requires 4 C and
4 AA Batteries. Weight: 7½ lbs.
Item#

Description

7083

4" x 5" Communicator for the VI*

Price

$452.95

Tactile Symbol Communicator
Uniquely designed for those who are blind or dually sensory
impaired, this six-level communicator with room for 36 sixsecond messages. Create your own personal tactile symbols
using everyday objects. Velcro included for attaching your
tactile icons. Size: 14"L x 10½"W x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs.
Note: Icons not included.
Item#

Description

4040

Tactile Symbol Communicator

Price

$393.95

Cheap Talk 6 for VI
This popular six-level communicator has six bright yellow and
red switches outlined in black that make it easier for visually
impaired users to see and activate them. The Cheap Talk 6
has six levels, space for 225 seconds total recording time, and
a built-in icon holder. Size: 20"L x 4¾"W x 2½"H. Requires 4
AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
Item#

Description

6056
3821

Cheap Talk 6 for VI*
Textured Tops for Gumball
(Set of 4)

Price

$262.95
$32.95

Talkable 2 for the VI
Have a heart-to-heart with a little help from our popular Talkable 2, created especially for those with visual impairment.
The communicator’s brightly colored switches are outlined in
black to make them easier to locate. Twenty seconds of recording time with room for two messages lets them tell friends
and family what’s on their minds. Includes two built-in output
jacks for activating other adapted devices. Size: 7½"L x 4½"W
x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

2600
3821

Talkable 2 for the VI*
Textured Tops for Gumball
(Set of 4)
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Video demonstration online

Price

$155.95
$32.95

Batteries required

Totally Tactile Communicator
Designed especially for the visually impaired user, this communicator features brightly colored plates with raised designs
and adjustable activation time (1 to 12 seconds) that gives
users time to recognize and activate their message. Features
6 levels for a total of 36 messages and a total record time of
300 seconds, 7 seconds per message. Comes mounted on a
Lazy Susan. Size: 14½"L x 14½"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4 lbs.
Item#

Description

2046

Totally Tactile Communicator

Price

$320.95

Switch & Glow
They’ll love the feel of our neon
stretchy noodle switch almost as
much as they’ll love what it does!
All it takes is the slightest touch to
turn on the switch’s glowing light
and activate a toy or device. Size:
7"L x 6½"W x 7"H. Requires 3 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
NOTE: This product is not suitable for those who are allergic to
latex. Ball color may vary.
Item#

Description

894

Switch & Glow
Items may vary

Price

$98.95
Made in the USA

visually impaired

Auditory Communicator 16-Levels

Adjustable Angle Sequencer w/Switch
Our sequencer/communicator is designed for the visually
impaired. The circular patterned red LED lights in the center
give the user a visual cue for targeting and encourage the user
to activate the switch. The angle of the big 5" switch is adjustable from 32° to 90°. The light can be turned on or off. This
sequencer has a total of 300 seconds recording time and can
be clamped. Also works as a switch. Size: 8"L x 8"W x 6¼"H.
Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
Item#

Description

806

Adjustable Angle Sequencer
w/Switch

Price

$219.95

improved
design!

Just right for those unable to use a multi-button communicator
due to visual or physical impairments, this unique communicator scans through pre-recorded messages at a volume that
only the user can hear. Once the user reaches the message
they want to play, they simply press the switch plate again to
play it at an amplified volume. With 16 levels with 18 seconds
of record time per level, no one will be at a loss for words!
Comes with a built-in switch and a jack for use with an external
switch. Size: 6½"L x 4"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: ½ lb.
Item#

Description

4399

Auditory Communicator 16-Levels

Price

$197.95

improved
design!

Tail Light Switch, Say It Play It
All it takes is a gentle touch to activate this sense-ational
switch that plays a 20-second message as it lights up and
vibrates. Particularly well-suited for the visually impaired, the
Tail Light Switch can also be used to turn on adapted toys and
devices. Size: 7¾"D x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight:
1 lb.
Item#

Description

464

Tail Light Switch, Say It Play It

Price

$160.95

Bright Red Switch
Its large target area and bright red color make this a great
choice for those who are visually impaired. Simple to operate,
this versatile switch lights up and vibrates when pressed, and
will also activate an adapted toy or device. Size: 5"D x 2¼"H.
Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
Item#

Description

262

Bright Red Switch

Price

$109.95

Switch required*
(not included)

4-Choice Sequential Scanner for the
Visually Impaired
Created for the visually impaired, this state-of-the-art communicator illuminates icons so they are easier to see. Equipped
with 12 levels, four fields and 300 seconds total recording
time, this unique device provides 4 modes of scanning—
Inverse, Automatic, Two Switch and Step—adjustable scanning speed (1 to 12 seconds), on/off auditory cueing, volume
control, and an articulated arm that expands from 14"L to 24"L
with clamp. Communicator Size: 16"L x 2½"W x 6"H; Base
Size: 17"L x 5¾"W x 4"H. Requires 2 C and 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 4¾ lbs.
Item#

Description

1247

4-Choice Sequential Scanner for the VI* $485.95

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697

Price

Bright Switch for the Visually Impaired
A great choice for visually impaired users, this switch’s bright
blinking light makes it easy to locate. When the switch is
activated, its textured yellow light shines, music plays and the
switch vibrates. Set device to enable any or all stimuli, and to
turn blinker on and off. Size: 7"D x 3¾"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
Note: Music may vary.
Item#

Description

2045

Bright Switch for the Visually Impaired

*Icon images shown are not included.

Price

$153.95
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Our Story
Since 1978, Enabling Devices has been creating and adapting toys, tools, devices and assistive technology for children, teens and adults with a variety
of disabilities. From the beginning, the company’s primary mission has been
meeting the needs of its customers and developing products that enrich their
lives. Personalized customer service is emblematic of the company’s peoplecentered approach. As always, we welcome customers’ calls and comments,
and whenever possible, are happy to provide personalized solutions. With the
right tools, people with disabilities are doing great things and finding great joy
in their lives. Our mission is to increase their joy as much as possible.
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visually impaired
FREE SENSORY DESIGN SERVICES!

We’ve successfully
designed hundreds
of rooms in the last
few years – why?
• We listen to our
customers
• We have the lowest
sensory space prices

Let us design your
Sensory Room!
Any size, any need, any
budget, any time frame

SAMPLE DESIGN
Don’t spend your precious budget on installation fees –
most of our designs can be easily installed using your own maintenance staff
Simply complete the Design Form Questionnaire (below) and fax or email it to us.
We will contact you within 48 hours to discuss
your needs and get the process going!

DOWNLOAD FREE!
Design Form Questionnaire

Fundraising Ideas
for your Sensory Space

To download Design Form and Fundraising Ideas, go to
Ideas and Resources on our website.
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Video demonstration online

Batteries required

Items may vary

Made in the USA

visually impaired
SENSORY ROOMS DESIGNED FOR CUSTOMERS
by Enabling Devices
Send in your questionnaire today!
(see page 94)

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697
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Mailing Address:
50 Broadway
Hawthorne, NY 10532
www.enablingdevices.com

three ways to order
Visit our online catalog at
enablingdevices.com/catalog
Fill out the form on p. 95 and
mail it or fax it to 914.747.3480
Call us at
800.832.8697

returns
IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO READ BEFORE CALLING
Checking the batteries to make sure that they are fresh and
properly installed can prevent 95% of all returns. We recommend alkaline batteries be used. Any of our products that
have been switch-adapted will only work with “mono” adapters
and will not work with “stereo” adapters. If you are having
trouble with a product, please refer to the troubleshooting tips
in your user’s guide.
RETURN AUTHORIZATION
All items MUST have a Return Authorization Number before
being sent back. You can obtain an RA# by calling us at 800832-8697 X6. If possible, please have your invoice number
or customer number available, this will help to expedite the
return process. To ensure efficient delivery, we suggest you
send your return via a trackable method.

refunds/credits

You are entitled to a refund/company credit on most items
(except where noted) within 30 days of delivery. Items being
returned must be in new condition and unmarked. Any item
that has been written on with permanent marker or has stickers/labels on it cannot be returned for a refund, a credit or an
exchange. All original packaging, accessories and manuals
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must be included. Custom/Special orders or final sale items
cannot be returned. Items that are non-returnable (these items
are noted) can still be repaired. Items being returned in bulk
(qty 10 or more) have a 20% re-stocking fee.
DAMAGED/DEFECTIVE
Please notify us within 10 days of receipt of any discrepancies, items damaged in shipping and/or faulty items. Free
Technical Support is available by phone 800-832-8697 or
email: customer_support@enablingdevices.com. We may be
able to trouble-shoot the problem and avoid having the item
returned.
PLEASE NOTE: There is a $30 (domestic) and a $50 (international) diagnostic fee for each returned item found to be in
good working order. Also, customers are responsible for return
shipping costs if items are found to be in good working order,
were ordered by the customer incorrectly, or if the item is not
suitable. All items returned for credit/refund must be shipped
to us unmarked and in original packaging.

warranties

For U.S. and Canada purchases, there is a one year warranty
on communicators and switches. For all other products there
is a 90 day warranty for manufacturing defects unless noted
on our website. Items under warranty will be repaired free of
charge. There will be a charge for repair and return shipping
and handling on all items out of warranty. For international
customers, please visit our website www.enablingdevices.com
for warranty information. If you have any questions regarding returns, repairs, and warranty information or if you would
like a repair fee quote please contact us at 800-832-8697
X6 or e-mail returns@enablingdevices.com. Please note that
these time frames and repair fees are as stated and cannot
be changed. Repairs, alterations or modifications done by
someone other than Enabling Devices will automatically void
our warranty.

substitutions

Due to ever changing demands, certain toys may be discontinued by their manufacturer. If a substitution of a similar toy
must be made, it will be of equal value. Our products are continually being improved and so the appearance of the product
in the photo may slightly differ from what you receive. Please
be assured that you will always receive the latest version.

Mailing Address:
50 Broadway
Hawthorne, NY 10532

Call Toll Free 1-800-832-8697
Phone number 914-747-3070
Fax: 914-747-3480
www.enablingdevices.com

BILL TO:

SHIP TO:

___________________________________________________
Name
___________________________________________________
Company
___________________________________________________
Street Adress
___________________________________________________
City, State, Zip
___________________________________________________
Email Address
___________________________________________________
Daytime Phone Number (In case have a question about your order)

___________________________________________________
Name (If different from billing address)
___________________________________________________
Company
___________________________________________________
Street Address*
*(we cannot ship to a PO Box #)
___________________________________________________
City, State, Zip
___________________________________________________
Email Address
___________________________________________________
Phone #

Quantity

Item #

Description

Item Price

© 2021 Prices are subject to change.

Total Price

Total Merchandise
Shipping & Handling (See chart at left)

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHART
3rd Day
2nd Day
Overnight

Order Total
Ground
AK/HI/PR
Canadian
$1-$18.99
$10.75
$19-$50.99
$16
$30
$38
$60
$44
$50
$18
$40
$63
$53
$51-$150.99
$33
$46
$151-$250.99
$22
$48
$69
$55
$38
$54
$251-$450.99
$30
$49
$65
$87
$71
$60
$451-$750.99
$58
$79
$98
$125
$104
$84
$751-$1250.99
$86
$117
$147
$187
$153
$117
$156
$270
$344
$213
$1251-$2500.99
$213
$276
$2501-$5000.99
$307
$418
$533
$683
$539
$419
$5001-$7500.99
$507
$695
$884
$1135
$890
$695
$7501-Up
8% of Total
11%
14%
18%
14%
11%
Shipping days do not include Saturdays and Sundays, only business days.
There is a 2PM EASTERN STANDARD TIME CUTOFF FOR PRIORITY ORDERS.
Enabling Devices is not responsible for customs fees and/or custom delays that may be imposed on non-U.S.
orders. All orders using Consignee billing will be charged 4% of the total order (minimum charge of $5).
Shipments to the European Union
Enabling Devices does not sell products directly to countries in the EU at this time. Our EU distributor, Independent Life Technologies, makes our products ROHS compliant for sale in the EU. You can contact them at sajid@
independent-life-technologies.co.uk.

NY State Tax (if applicable)
Total Enclosed

Tax ID#________________________
All orders shipping to NY State will be charged tax unless you
have a Tax ID number & certificate. (Tax rates are based on shipping address zip code.) Please fax or mail us a copy of your Tax
ID certificate, with your customer account number. We will keep
this copy in our files for future use.

Ground

3rd Day

2nd Day

Overnight

r

r

r

r

(Please check one choice, US customers only!)

Thank you for ordering
Enabling Devices products!

Method of Payment

Purchase Order#______________________
(Please attach P.O. to this order form)

r Check or Money order Enclosed. Please make payable to Enabling Devices. Payment must be made in US Dollars.
r MasterCard
r Visa
r American Express
r Discover

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Card #
Expiration Date
Security Code
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Print Name						Signature

enablingdevices.com 800.832.8697
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Download our FREE
"Choosing the Best
Capability Switch" under
Ideas and Resources at
enablingdevices.com

Adaptive Switches
Enabling Devices offers the largest variety of Adaptive Switches for people
with disabilities. Our switches include hand, finger, and head switches; sip
and puff switches; and plate and saucer switches. See pages 48-58.
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